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INTRODUCTION 
Within the past few years the business world has rec­
ognized the influence young women are having on the clothing 
industry. Fashion advertising, to an increasing extent, is 
geared to this age group. Various systems of credit have 
been planned to make buying easier for the young adult and 
the costs involved in the credit buying are often hidden. 
In i960 Black"1" reported that 10 billion dollars was 
the estimate of clothing expenditures for teen-agers in the 
United States and he believes this figure will rise t,o 27 
billion in 1967. His classification of teen-agers includes 
beginning college students. A United States Department of 
0 
Labor publication shows that the largest expenditure for 
clothing is for women between the ages of 18 and 21. 
More money is available today than in the past for the 
purchasing of clothing by college women students. Many of 
them have part-time employment and it is believed that most 
of the money from this work is spent for clothing. In 
addition, students receive gifts and allowances from their 
^Hillel Black. Buy now, pay later. William Morrow 
and Company. New York. 1961. p. 100. 
p 
How American buying habits change. United States 
Department of Labor. United States Government Printing 
Office. Washington, D. C. 1959. p. 135. 
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families to spend on their wardrobes. 
The socio-psychological aspects of clothing are impor­
tant in human behavior in that clothing provides psycholog­
ical satisfaction to individuals and often serves as a 
criterion for judging first impressions of people. Both 
sociological and psychological forces are evident on the 
campus as college women strive for recognition within their 
peer group. 
\ 
The large expenditures for clothing, the pressures 
from business to spend money, and the socio-psychological 
importance of clothing to young women point to a need for 
guidance in the selection of clothing. Consumer education 
is a part of textiles and clothing instruction in many 
colleges and universities in the United States. One objec­
tive of this educational program is to create an awareness 
of economic, sociological, and psychological implications 
of the fashion industry as a basis for making satisfactory 
decisions in selecting clothing. To achieve this objec­
tive, it seems essential to know the attitudes of students 
concerning selection, use, and care of clothing and to be 
able to measure changes in these attitudes. 
Little attempt has been made to develop instruments to 
determine attitudes toward clothing. A knowledge of student 
attitudes can be used as a guide in curriculum planning by 
providing one basis for the selection of learning experi­
3 
ences. If attitudes could be determined before and after 
instruction, an estimate of the effectiveness of teaching 
could be obtained. The need for evaluation devices for 
these purposes led the investigator to select as a study 
the construction of a series of inventories for measuring 
opinions concerning selection, use, and care of clothing. 
Positive opinion change was expected to occur, during 
clothing courses, of beginning college students except for 
the scales of conformity and idle shopping. Conformity is 
usually discouraged in textiles and clothing courses and, 
likewise, idle shopping which is believed to be in conflict 
with the planning of clothing purchases. 
Authorities define attitudes and opinions somewhat 
differently. When these two terms are defined, attitudes 
are usually considered as internalized opinions and denote 
stronger feelings than opinions. For the purpose of this 
study it did not seem necessary to distinguish between the 
terms and they are, therefore, used interchangeably. An 
attitude or opinion is an expression of a belief that is 
still to be verified. 
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REVIEW OP LITERATURE 
Five studies which specifically deal with the construc­
tion of clothing attitude or value scales to be administered 
to college age students or adults have been reported in the 
literature. This review includes these studies. 
Equal interval scales were developed by the Quarter­
master Research and Engineering Command"^ to measure clothing 
characteristics of comfort, protection, durability, and fit 
as well as over-all acceptability of clothing. An attempt 
was made to determine whether attitude toward the army plays 
an important role in the rating of clothing. 
In the construction of the scales consideration was 
given to optimum length or number of intervals most satis­
factory for the scales. Four different types of scales, 
nine-point specific, six-point specific, nine-point general, 
and six-point general, were evolved to evaluate clothing 
characteristics and nine-point and six-point general scales 
to measure over-all acceptability of clothing. 
A sample of soldiers classified statements as least 
1 Lee E. Paul. The construction of interval scales for 
measuring the acceptability of clothing and equipment in 
field tests. Technical Report. R-4. FEA. MRS. 5901. 
Quartermaster Field Evaluation Agency. U. S. Army Quarter­
master Research and Engineering Command. Fort Lee, 
Virginia, i960. 
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favorable and most favorable and a scale value was computed 
for each statement. A large number of troops then used the 
scales to rate specific items of clothing. 
Boots, gloves, shoes, raincoats, and trousers were 
chosen to be studied because it was believed soldiers might 
disagree on acceptability of these clothing items. For 
each of the items a respondent was asked to indicate on a 
continuum how he felt about the clothing in regard to a 
given characteristic. As a guide he was given a list of 
descriptive statements ranging in intensity from extremely 
favorable to extremely unfavorable. To illustrate, the 
most favorable attitude concerning durability of clothing 
was "extremely good" in the general scale and "extremely 
rugged and well made" in the specific scale, while the most 
unfavorable attitude was "extremely poor" and "very poor 
durability." The respondent also expressed a degree of 
favorableness or unfavorableness toward each item of 
clothing in determining over-all acceptability. 
Statistics used to compare and evaluate the scales 
were frequency distribution of ratings on each item, mean 
ratings, and intercorrelations of the various characteris­
tics and over-all acceptability. Paul reported that the 
four types of scales were more alike than different. Reli­
ability was higher for the nine-point scales but the dif­
ferences were believed to be so small that the six-point 
6 
scales might be satisfactory for a rough measure or for use 
when time was a factor. The author stated that attitudes 
concerning specific characteristics did not account for any 
appreciable amount of over-all acceptability of clothing 
but soldiers with a favorable attitude toward the army 
tended to rate garments higher than those with unfavorable 
attitudes. 
Rowland"*" evolved a device to determine the importance 
to homemakers of specific qualities in ready-made and made-
at-home dresses. The descriptive qualities chosen for 
comparison of the dresses were aesthetic, serviceability, 
economy, physical, and social. 
Statements were of a paired-comparison type arranged 
for: (l) comparison of qualities in ready-made dresses, 
(2) comparison of qualities in ready-made versus made-at-
home dresses, and (3) comparison of ready-made and made-at-
home dresses with the quality held constant. In addition 
questions were asked about whether the most recently 
acquired street dress was ready-made or made-at-home, the 
quality considered most important in the selection, and the 
degree of satisfaction with the dress concerning each of 
^Rachel Hunt Rowland. Development of an instrument 
for determining women's attitudes toward dresses of a 
specified type. Unpublished M.S. thesis. Library, Ohio 
State University, Columbus, Ohio. 1958. 
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the five qualities in the study. 
The instrument was pre-tested in a course on fashion 
at Ohio State University with 17 students. The purpose of 
the pre-test was to try different forms of the statements 
to determine if choices could tie made and if certain 
choices could be made more easily than others. Following 
this trial, six homemakers were asked to respond to the 
•revised instrument as a further test of the wording of 
statements and the form of paired choices. Fifty-one 
homemakers, members of Extension Service organizations in 
Ohio, responded to the final instrument. 
Differences in percentages indicated that when the 
paired-comparison was limited to five qualities in ready-
made dresses that beauty was first in importance. When the 
five qualities were compared in ready-made and made-at-home 
dresses social qualities were most important in the former 
and serviceability least important and in those made-at-
home beauty appeared most frequently and comfort the least 
frequently. When the quality was held constant, such as 
choosing between a beautiful ready-made dress and a beauti-
1 
ful dress made-at-home, women selected statements relating 
to those made-at-home twice as often as those ready-made 
indicating greater satisfaction with dresses made-at-home. 
Reports concerning the last dress obtained indicated 
that 31 were ready-made and 20 made-at-home. Satisfaction 
8 
relating to comfort, economy, serviceability, and aesthetic 
was rated higher in made-at-home than in ready-made dresses 
by the largest number of women, whereas more women indicated 
greater satisfaction with the social quality of ready-made 
dresses. 
Rowland concluded that there appeared to be little re^ 
lationship between qualities selected when a forced choice 
was made between statements and the desired quality con­
sidered in the last dress bought or made. 
Clothing values were studied by Lapitsky.^" The three 
hypotheses formulated and tested were: (l) aesthetic and 
economic values are more important to women than any of the 
other values, (2) positive relations exist between clothing 
values and general values, and (3) the aesthetic values are 
more important for the socially secure group and conformity 
and social approval for the insecure. 
A forced-choice clothing value measure and a question­
naire were developed and administered along with the 
Allport-Vernon-Lindzey Study of Values and The Taylor Scale 
of Manifest Anxiety. Items concerning clothing were 
empirically derived to parallel the Allport-Vernon-Lindzey 
"hyiary Lapitsky. Clothing values and their relation to 
general values and to social security and insecurity. 
Unpublished Ph.D. dissertation. Library, Pennsylvania 
State University, University Park, Pa. l$6l. 
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Study of Values which includes aesthetic, economic, politi­
cal, and social values. Two additional values called 
Social I, regard for mankind, and Social II, desire for 
social approval and conformity were included in the 
clothing value scale. The Taylor Scale of Manifest Anxiety 
was selected as an indicator of insecurity-anxiety and the 
questionnaire was used to obtain background information 
about the respondents. 
Twenty-eight women students at Pennsylvania State 
University participated in a pre-test of the clothing value 
scale. An item analysis and the phi coefficient were used 
to determine the internal consistency of the scale. Forty 
additional subjects responded to the scale along with the 
Taylor Scale to determine the relation between the two 
measures. A Spearman rank correlation of .76 was obtained. 
In the final phase of the study data were collected from 80 
undergraduates and 80 teachers enrolled in summer session 
courses at Pennsylvania State University. 
The t-test was used to test the hypotheses. All three 
were confirmed at the five per cent level of significance. 
The mean scores on aesthetic values ranked highest and 
economic second for both students and teachers. For the 
students political values were in third place and social 
approval including conformity ranked fourth in importance, 
but the order was reversed for the teachers. 
10 
Scores derived from appropriate items on the Allport-
Vernon-Lindzey Study of Values and the clothing value scale 
were correlated to determine the relation between clothing 
values and parallel general values. A positive relation­
ship was found but the correlation on economic value was 
not significant for either teachers or students and Social 
I values, regard for others, was not significant for 
teachers. 
An experimental study was undertaken by Douty^ to ob­
serve the part clothing plays in structuring perceptions of 
persons. • Two scales were developed, one to compare personal 
characteristics and behavior and the other to compare socio­
economic traits. On the personal characteristic scale a 
series of paired personality traits such as humble and con­
ceited were placed on opposite ends of 11-point continuums 
of equal-appearing intervals. The socio-economic scale 
included paired terms such as high and low income which 
were placed on continuums. 
Personality trait terms were derived empirically while 
the socio-economic traits were selected from Warner's indi­
cators of social status given in his book "Social Class in 
Helen Irene Douty. The influence of clothing on per­
ceptions of persons in single contact situations. Unpub­
lished Ph.D. dissertation. Library, Florida State Univer­
sity, Tallahassee, Florida. 1962. 
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America." Ten doctoral students at Florida State University 
made the final selection of terms to retain in the scales. 
Thirty-eight women college students who ranged from 
freshman to senior levels participated in a pre-test to see 
whether terms were understood and whether the instrument 
would discriminate among students. They were shown three 
projected colored photographs of three stimuli-persons each 
wearing three different costumes, the type of dress being 
commonly worn. Personality and socio-economic status of 
each person were judged using the two scales developed. 
Ninety women from civic groups in a city participated 
in the final study. Sixty of these women judged the colored 
photographs of four different persons on the basis of first 
impressions. The persons photographed were wearing dif­
ferent experimental costumes, the type of dress commonly 
worn, and a control costume of a blue smock. With faces 
of the stimuli-persons in the photographs.covered, 30 addi­
tional women judged the type of person who would buy and 
wear the costumes. As a means of establishing reliability, 
90 women students at Florida State University also partici­
pated in the final study and judged the photographs. For 
observation each photograph was projected on a screen for 
one minute. The stimuli-person in the photograph was then 
judged on personal characteristics and status by recording 
reactions on each continuum of the two scales. 
12 
Analysis of variance was used to see if differences 
existed between the two judging groups. For this test the 
responses of both adults and students of the stimuli-persons 
dressed in smocks were used. There were no significant dif­
ferences found. 
Differences between socio-economic scores and person­
ality traits were found for three of the four stimuli-
persons indicating that clothing did affect impressions of 
status and personal traits of persons. 
An evaluation device was developed by Kittles^ to de­
termine whether differences exist between Negro and white 
college women in relation to clothing importance, use of 
clothing as a symbol of status, and factors which affect 
clothing choices. The instrument consisted of three parts: 
(l) a clothing importance scale, (2) questions concerning 
high-status clothing items, and (3) socio-economic informa­
tion. 
The procedure followed in the development of the 
clothing importance scale was the Likert-type method. To 
obtain statements for the scale, 175 Ohio State University 
students answered the question, "In what ways are clothing 
"*"Emma Louise Holmes Kittles. The importance of 
clothing as a status symbol among college students. 
Unpublished Ph.D. dissertation. Library, Ohio State 
University, Columbus, Ohio. 1961. 
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important to college students?"1 
The scale contained 20 attitude items such as, 
"Acceptance by my group is determined by my clothes."2 
Response was given by indicating intensity of response: 
definitely true, partially true, uncertain, partially 
false, definitely false. Weights were assigned so that 
the most favorable attitude had the highest score. 
The scale was administered to 150 women enrolled in 
four sections of a home economics family life course at 
Ohio State University to obtain responses for an item 
analysis. The 50 who scored highest and the 50 who scored 
lowest were utilized in the analysis. This division was 
believed to eliminate respondents who reacted to the scale 
with neither strong positive nor strong negative feelings. 
The data were analyzed using critical ratio, maximum poten­
tial scale value difference, and scale value difference 
ratio to select the 20 best items. The critical ratio was 
applied first to determine whether the scale did differ­
entiate between the two segments, Negroes and whites. When 
items were then arranged in order of strength as indicated 
by maximum potential scale value difference it was found 
that they were broadly discriminating within the pre-test 
^Kittles, _0£. cit., p. 52. 
2Ibid., p. 141. 
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population. The final criterion was the efficiency of the 
item as it functioned within the scale and was determined 
by scale value difference ratio. 
Reliability was ascertained by using the split-half 
test and the Spearman-Brown prophecy formula. An adjusted 
coefficient of reliability of .98 was the result. 
The final instrument was administered to l8l white and 
200 Negro students in two segregated state universities in 
Florida. Responses were obtained from students in courses 
in sociology, physical education, English, and home 
economics. 
The t-test was used to determine the significance of 
the difference between the means of the scores of Negroes 
and whites. No significant difference was found. 
The critical value for differences between medians 
indicated the relationship between clothing importance 
scale scores of Negroes and whites and variables such as 
social participation and place of residence. There were 
significant differences in the importance the two races 
placed on clothing in social participation and in relation 
to size of town or city in which the person resided. More 
importance was placed on clothing by white than by Negro 
students in social participation. The white students who 
lived in large cities placed more importance on clothing 
than those living in small towns whereas the reverse was 
15 
true for the Negroes. 
Chi-square was used to determine significant relation­
ships between Negroes and whites on five variables : im­
portance assigned to high-status clothing items, reasons 
for assigning high importance to items, reasons for not 
wanting high status items, factors which influenced choice 
of clothing, and ownership of high status items. Both 
Negroes and whites assigned importance to clothing items 
as symbolic of high status position. Whites, however, were 
more concerned with their own satisfactions with clothing, 
the psychological aspect, while Negroes were more concerned 
with how they were judged by other people in social situa­
tions. These differences were found to be significant. 
16 
DEVELOPMENT OF SCALES 
The purpose of this study was to develop scales that 
could be used by college teachers of freshmen and sophomore 
courses to determine opinions concerning selection, use, 
and care of clothing. Knowing these opinions of students 
could help a teacher in curriculum planning and in deter­
mining effectiveness of teaching. 
Catalogue descriptions of beginning courses in tex­
tiles and clothing departments in colleges and universities 
in each region of the United States were reviewed. The 
descriptions were reviewed- to determine the extent to which 
selection, use, and care of clothing was taught at the 
freshman and sophomore level and the aspects included in 
order to obtain a basis for decisions concerning what to 
include in the scales. Since there was considerable varia­
tion in content of courses in the colleges surveyed the 
instruments were planned so that a scale could be adminis­
tered in the course in which it was appropriate. This in­
vestigation of college offerings served as one means of 
attaining content validity. 
The Likert method of summated rating was used in the 
scale construction. Sixteen psychological objects were 
chosen as category headings for the scales: appropriate­
ness, becomingness, care, comfort, conformity, conformity 
17 
versus individuality, faulty merchandise, idle shopping, 
individuality, labeling, planned purchasing, prestige, 
serviceability, store atmosphere, store services, and ver­
satility. It appears that a person who does not have a 
favorable attitude toward conformity would be an individ­
ualist. Conformity and individuality would then be at 
opposite ends of a psychological continuum. To test this 
assumption, separate inventories were formulated for in­
dividuality, for conformity, and for conformity versus 
individuality and each was administered to different groups 
of students. 
Before constructing the scales, consideration was 
given to the type of statements to use. Determining either 
the practices or opinions of students would be satisfactory 
if the instruments were to be used only as a basis for cur­
riculum planning. In other words either practices or 
opinions could, be useful if the instruments were to be 
administered at the beginning of the course in order to 
help in formulating the objectives of the course. Changes 
in practices, however, probably would not be satisfactory 
in determining effectiveness of teaching because the short 
span of time within a college term would not allow for much 
purchasing of clothing. Since the investigator desired to 
develop instruments which could also be used to estimate 
the effectiveness of a course, obtaining opinions rather 
18 
than practices seemed more desirable. It was assumed that 
student opinions could change within a college term and 
that this change could be measured. 
Selection of Items and Development of Scales 
Various techniques were employed to obtain items for 
the opinion scales since selection of items is important 
in achieving content validity. Textiles and clothing re­
search reports, books> and periodicals were reviewed for 
statements concerning selection, use, and care of clothing. 
Tape recorded interviews were held with 12 freshmen 
students at the University of Rhode Island. Each brought 
to the interview a garment she had recently purchased; She 
was asked to recall her experiences connected with this 
garment from the time, she thought about purchasing it until 
the time of the interview. Probe questions were used when 
students did not give complete information in recalling 
experiences concerning the purchased garment.* This tech­
nique, however, did not prove to be very helpful in ob­
taining items. 
A group of 52 open-end questions** was formulated 
*See Appendix A for probe questions used in tape re­
corded interviews. 
**See Appendix A for open-end questions. 
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which related to the psychological objects. Each of l4l 
students answered two of these questions in light of ideas, 
reasons, or arguments they had heard others give about 
selection, use, and care of clothing. One hundred and five 
of these students were enrolled in a beginning textile 
course at Iowa State University and 36 in a beginning 
course on consumer problems in textiles and clothing at 
the University of Rhode Island. Useful student responses 
were edited, reworded when necessary, and placed in their 
appropriate scales. 
The criteria suggested by several authorities for 
editing statements to be used in attitude scale construc­
tion were utilized in this study.^ An attempt was made to 
word statements which would be easily understood by re­
spondents, could not be interpreted as factual, would re­
fer to the present, would cover the entire range of the 
affective scale, would not likely be endorsed by almost 
everyone or by almost no one, and would be brief. State­
ments which appeared to relate to two psychological objects 
or which were irrelevant to any of them were omitted. Items 
need to be homogeneous in content if reliability is to be 
obtained. 
1Allen A. Edwards. Techniques of attitude scale con­
struction. Appleton-Century-Crofts, Inc. New York. 1957. 
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In order to obtain a satisfactory classification of 
the statements as favorable or unfavorable, each of the 
statements was listed on a three-by-five file card under 
its psychological object heading and given to three judges. 
Instructors on the textiles and clothing faculty at the 
University of Rhode Island working as a group discussed 
each statement until they agreed on the classification. 
It was found that there were approximately the same number 
of favorable and unfavorable statements for each psycho­
logical object. These statements were dispersed throughout 
their appropriate scales so that neither favorable nor un­
favorable statements were grouped. This was done to avoid 
set responses from students. Between 20 and 25 statements 
relating to the specific psychological object were in­
cluded in each scale. To contribute to clarity of the 
psychological objects, a definition was also included in 
each of the scales.* 
Administration of Preliminary Scales 
Before obtaining cooperation to have the preliminary 
clothing scales administered a trial test was conducted in 
two freshmen clothing courses at the University of Rhode 
*See Appendix B for copies of the preliminary scales. 
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Island to determine the amount of time needed for students 
to respond to the statements. Students spent approximately 
five minutes per scale. 
One hundred respondents per scale seemed a satis­
factory number for statistical analysis. In arrangement 
of sets of scales to be given to students consideration was 
given to the psychological object headings. Each set in­
cluded only one of the three inventories of conformity, 
individuality, and conformity versus individuality. This 
grouping was made because some of the items on the con­
formity versus individuality inventory were the same as 
those on the separate inventories of conformity and in­
dividuality. 
Information concerning how often the courses of 
clothing selection and textiles were given and the kind 
of college term, quarter or semester, had been obtained 
from college catalogues and was helpful in planning the 
time schedule for administering the scales. A tentative 
plan was made to ask faculty members in seven different 
colleges and universities to cooperate by having approxi­
mately 50 students respond to each of five inventories. 
The students were to be freshmen or sophomores because the 
instruments were planned to obtain opinions of students 
enrolled in elementary clothing courses. Since the opin­
ions of students before influence of course instruction 
22 
was desired the students were not to be enrolled in 
clothing selection or textile courses unless the instru­
ments could be administered to them in the first week of 
the college term. 
Some adjustments were made in the tentative plans for 
administering the inventories. One department requested 
three inventories because the faculty believed three would 
be a better number to administer than five. In another 
department it was too late, in the college term to adminis­
ter the inventories conveniently, hence, two additional 
colleges* were asked to assist in obtaining the number of 
responses desired. 
Each student was asked to indicate her opinion in 
response to each statement by circling the code symbol at 
the right of the statement. She was requested not to sign 
her name on the assumption that students would be more 
willing to reveal their opinions if their identity was not 
known. A space was also provided for indicating sex and 
year in college so that the responses of students other 
than freshmen women could be eliminated. It was assumed 
that the number of men in these courses would be too small 
to analyze statistically. 
*See Appendix E for list of colleges participating in 
preliminary study. 
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In most instances faculty members administering the 
inventories requested students to indicate on the inven­
tories whether they had been previously enrolled in any 
clothing selection or textile courses in college. Re­
sponses from students who had been thus enrolled were 
eliminated because they might have been influenced by 
course instruction. There were also a few instances in 
which students checked two responses to a statement or 
omitted responses and these inventories could not be used. 
The numbers of students who responded to each of the 
inventories were as follows: 
Appropriatenes s 
Becomingness 
Care 
Comfort 
Conformity 
Conformity versus Individuality 
Faulty Merchandise 
Idle Shopping 
Individuality 
Labeling 
Planned Purchasing 
Prestige 
Serviceability 
Store Atmosphere 
Store Services 
Versatility 
92 
110 
106 
97 
94 
99 
100 
97 
101 
93 
101 
93 
96 
108 
104 
95 
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Evaluation of Preliminary Scales 
The scoring procedure used was the Likert summated 
rating method. Favorable statements were given the fol­
lowing weights : strongly agree 6, agree 4, uncertain 3» 
disagree 2, strongly disagree 0. For unfavorable state­
ments the scoring system was reversed with the strongly 
agree responses given the weight of 0 and the strongly dis­
agree the weight of 6. For each respondent a total score 
was obtained by summating his score for the specific items 
in the scale. A high score indicates a favorable attitude 
toward the psychological object which the scale was meas­
uring. 
Final choice of items for each inventory was based on 
item analysis by obtaining correlations of each item score 
with the total score and intercorrelations among the item 
scores. Intercorrelation among the items was used as the 
basis of eliminating statements and determining if items 
were to be retained when an inventory consisted of more 
than one aspect. To illustrate, the planned purchasing 
inventory was found to be made up of aesthetic, general 
planning, and formal planning. All items relating to these 
aspects correlated highly among themselves and relatively 
low with other items which indicated that the original 
group of items included in the scale dealt with different 
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aspects of planned purchasing. If items were of a general 
type, in other words if the scale did not include different 
aspects of a psychological object, the correlation of the 
item with the total score served as the means of deter­
mining the statements to be retained. Figures 1 and 2 show 
choice of items for scales relating to planned purchasing 
and serviceability. 
Correlations were put in matrix form for convenience 
in visual inspection and items chosen are indicated on each 
matrix. When intercorrelations served as the means of 
selection as in the scale on planned purchasing in Figure 
1, these correlations are blocked off as are the selected 
item numbers. When correlation of an item with the total 
score served as the means of selection, the correlations 
with the total score are blocked off as in the scale on 
serviceability in Figure 2. The item statements are found 
in the preliminary scales in Appendix B. Intercorrelation 
among items served as the means of determining the final 
scale composition for all scales except store atmosphere, 
serviceability, and conformity. In these three inven­
tories there seemed to be no pattern of relationship among 
items but certain specific items correlated highly with 
the total score.* 
*See Appendix D for additional matrices. 
Item T 1 1 1 | 1 
100 49 70 52 56 67 60 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
11 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
1 100 41 lti 19 41 16 31 44 29 
2 100 47 36 60 43 32 40 27 
3 100 51 48 38 29 27 21 
4 100 38 42 33 20 09 
5 100 4l 35 43 35 
6 100 30 21 33 
g 1 10 11 12 0 m 15 16 17 18 
49 53 59 
21 22 
30 56 45 59 66 05 36 
02 18 20 133 33-28 14 
33 46 02 15 09 42 23 
07 15 29 
07 29 34 
08 43 22 
14 22 27 
100 21 34 12 16 10 24 24 01 03 
22 20-20-13 
19 29-02 02 
32 34-16 13 
15 32 05 12 
32-27 42 
-06-14 
22-22 
22-18 
26-19 
17-24 
15-09 
49 21 
100 37 
100 
14 13 14 
21 24 28 
100 10-03 
01 05-
-04 20 
W27 
40 35 
15 17-07 15 
100 18 23 48 05 44 
100 09 30 08 10 
=
^T-06 35 100 43 
100 02 38 
100-13 
100 
33-13 19 
04 28 
02 25 
10 17 
18-05 31 
15-28 05 
08-25 
04-32 
25-15 00 
16-30 20 
19-04 17 
13-17 
13-20 
02 11 
06 17 
Note : 
Aesthetic values : 
General planning: 
Formal planning: 
Items 6, 14, 19 
Items 2, 3, 4, 5 
Items 8, 9, 13, 20 
22 
42 
-04 10 00 
11-23 12 
100-01-03 
100-05 
100 
3^-01 33 
02 11 
19 07 03 
27 03 05 
04 28-07 
09 30 
15 11 
-12 54-05 
30-12 12 
-03 10-01 
-32 06-21 
10 09-03 
100-11 29 
100 05 
100 
Figure 1. Matrix of correlations of items on scale on planned purchasing 
Item T 1 4 5 6 17 « 91 10 11 [13 13 14 UlTTb 17 Id 19 20 21 
T 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
II 
î! 
II 
19 
20 
21 
100 11 35 El 34 32 23 155 42 451 13 21 
100 14 08-l6-l4 07-10-01-03-09 10-07 
100 19 19 01 12 11 17 08-08 18 00 
100 30 04 16 26 25 22 16 34 32 
100 01-01 22 18 16 29 08 04 
100 10 23 05 17-19-11 13 
100 o4 01 03-04-05 03 
100 37 30 02 21 21 
100 14-04 17 18 
100 19 33 23 
100 11 06 
100 09 
100 
25 07 153 44 52 
-17 00 13 
-11 13 21 
-02-23 25 
10-12 21 
Note : 
Items 3, 7, 8, 9, 12, 15, 16, 17, 18 
are of a general type 
M 14-03 20 
-01-03 07 4l 07-06 
39 17 08-08-13 10 
17 38 22-12-22-10 
30 17 26-17 02-09 
32-05 05-07 06 07 02 08 17 
-04-17-03 06 35 16-17-11 12 
27-05 29 14 26 32-10-02 08 
07 21 24 02 25 20 02 03 03 
06-09 16 10 16 27 05 02 01 
-23-11 01 04 03 11-05-03 03 
-11 14 08 13 25 04 02-10-03 
15-06 22 09 28 26 07-01-02 
100-02 16-08 17 07-08-01 08 
100-13-05 05-04 25 02-09 
100 4l 31 35-04-17 03 
100 28 29-04 00 12 
100 37-14-21 02 
100-03-16 11 
100 22-02 
100-14 
100 
ro 
-0 
Figure 2. Matrix of correlations of items on scale on serviceability 
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Intercorrelations were also studied to determine if 
associations of the items appeared reasonable. In all 
cases the results of the correlations seemed satisfactory 
to the investigator and the items which correlated highly 
were retained in the scales. 
The scales on store services and conformity versus 
individuality were eliminated because of low correlations. 
All intercorrelations were lower than .50 between items in 
these two inventories indicating lack of homogeneity. 
( 
I 
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ADMINISTRATION AND EVALUATION OP SCALES 
From seven to 16 statements were retained in each in­
ventory making a total of 152 statements for the 14 inven­
tories.* In the final form all statements in the inven­
tories were numbered consecutively and separated by 
psychological object headings and definitions. It was 
assumed that students could respond to all scales during a 
class period since in a trial test it had taken approxi­
mately five minutes to respond to an inventory of 20 items. 
Administration of Revised Scales 
The revised inventories were administered at the be­
ginning and end of a college quarter to see whether the 
instruments were refined enough to measure opinion change 
during a course of that duration. Heads of departments or 
professors of textiles and clothing in seven colleges** 
were contacted by letter and asked to cooperate by having 
inventories administered twice in courses of clothing 
selection or textiles. To increase the number of students 
*See Appendix C for revised scales. 
**See Appendix E for list of colleges participating 
in administration of revised inventories. 
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responding to the scales, they were administered in two 
colleges to students in clothing construction. The in­
vestigator had requested that the inventories be adminis­
tered in the first course on clothing selection or textiles 
in which freshmen would usually be registered. If impos­
sible to administer the inventories in such a course at 
the time desired by the investigator, this information was 
also requested so that responses could be analyzed sep-
\ 
arately if from two populations. Each faculty member was 
asked to give information about the content of the course 
in which the inventories were to be administered so that 
some estimation of the validity of the instruments could 
be made. 
The inventories and answer sheets were mailed with 
letters of instruction to cooperating faculty. Return of 
ariswer sheets after the first administering of inventories 
was requested but inventories were to be kept for the 
second administration at the end of the college term after 
which they were to be returned along with the second set 
of responses. 
A question was attached to the back of each answer 
sheet for the first administration requesting the student 
to indicate any experiences or courses which had influenced 
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her responses to the statements.* She was further directed 
to describe these influences. 
Those students who believed that their responses had 
been influenced most often indicated that course work was 
the influencing factor. Comparison was made of the mean 
scores of students who indicated they had been influenced 
by courses and those who did not believe their responses 
had been influenced to determine whether there were two 
populations and hence a need to analyze responses sep­
arately. Inspection of the data indicated that two popu­
lations did not exist .and, therefore, all student responses 
were combined for analysis. 
Responses to the l4 scales obtained from 303 students 
in seven colleges and universities were utilized in the 
evaluation of the scales. Findings presented relate to 
(l)' Reliability, (2) Correlations between scales in first 
and second administration, and (3) Opinion change between 
first and second administration. 
Reliability 
The reliability of each of the scales was estimated 
by using the correlations obtained during the process of 
*See Appendix C for questions concerning experiences 
influencing responses. 
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selecting the items for the revised scales. The means of 
the correlations of these selected items were calculated 
and the coefficient of reliability determined by the 
-| 
Spearman-Brown' prophecy formula. The formula for pre­
dicted correlation between the mean scores from n forms of 
a test and n other forms of the same test is 
p îUZ) 
nn 1 + (N - 1) r 
in which rnn is the coefficient of reliability, N is the 
number of items in a scale, and r is the mean correlation. 
Coefficients of reliability for each of the scales are 
shown in Table 1. 
The reliability needed for a scale depends on the 
p 
purpose for which it is to be used. Kelley stated that 
.50 is demanded of a test which is to be used for group 
measurement and that a reliability of .94 or higher is 
necessary if the test is to be used for individual accomp­
lishment. Edwards^  believed the reliability coefficients 
^Charles C. Peters and Van Voorhis, Walter R. Statis­
tical procedures and their mathematical"bases. McGraw-Hill 
Book Company, Inc. New York. 1940. p. 194. 
O 
Truman Lee Kelley. Interpretation of educational 
measurements. World Book Company. New York. 1927. p. 193. 
3Allen A. Edwards. Techniques of attitude scale con­
struction. Appleton-Century-Crofts, Inc. New York. 1957. 
p. 156. 
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Table 1. Means of correlations of items and coefficients 
of reliability of scales 
Scales 
Number 
of 
items 
Means 
of 
correlations 
Coefficients 
of 
reliability 
Appropriatene s s "7 .4843 .8679 
Becomingness 16 .3229 .8841 
Care 13 .3556 .8776 
Comfort 11 . 2456 .7817 
Conform!ty 8 .5813 .9174 
Faulty Merchandise 15 .2497 .8331 
Idle Shopping 13 . 3078. .8525 
Individuality 11 .2933 .8203 
Labeling 11 .2816 .8117 
Planned Purchasing 11 .3103 .8319 
Prestige 10 .3657 .8522 
Serviceability 9 . .4844 .8942 
Store Atmosphere 7 .4914 .8712 
Versatility 10 .3556 .8656 
typically reported for scales constructed by the summated 
rating method are above .85 even.when fewer than 20 items 
make up the scales. 
A wide range of reliability coefficients has been ob­
tained for instruments in which the summated rating tech­
nique has been used. Hall1 reported coefficients for 
^0. M. Hall. Attitudes and unemployment. Archives 
of Psychology. New York. 1934. p. 19. 
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scales in which a similar number of statements were used 
as in the present study. Reliability coefficients for his 
scales of ten statements measuring attitude toward religion 
ranged from .91 to .93, seven statements measuring atti­
tudes toward employers ranged from .77 to .87 and his 
morale scale of five statements produced coefficients of 
.69 to .84. 
In this study the reliability coefficients estimates 
range from .78 to .92 for the 14 scales. Since all are 
above .50 the scales are sufficiently reliable for group 
measurement. The scales were planned to be used for group 
measurement only. Five of the scales do not meet the 
standard of .85 mentioned by Edwards as typical when 
fewer than 20 statements are used in summated rating type 
scales. 
Correlations Between Scales in First 
and Second Administrations 
Correlations of the scores on the scales combining 
the responses from colleges in each of the two adminis­
trations of the scales were utilized to determine to what 
extent the scales differ. Correlations are given in 
Figure 3 and Figure 4. 
Figure 3. Correlations among scales in first 
administration 
The following key applies to the scale 
numbers in Figure 3 and Figure 4: 
Scale 1. Appropriateness 
2. Becomingness 
3. Care 
4. Comfort 
5. Conformity 
6. Faulty Merchandise 
7. Idle Shopping 
8. Individuality 
9. Labeling 
. 10. Planned Purchasing 
11. Prestige 
12. Serviceability 
13. Store Atmosphere 
14. Versatility 
Figure 4. Correlations among scales in second 
admini stration 
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Scales 1 2 3 4 5 . 6 7 8 9  10 11 12 13 14 
1 100 4l 10 44 04 46 13 26 36 39 12 40 31 31 
2 100 05 48 04 52 24 36 45 45 21 40 37 37 
3 100 03 08 62 20 34 56 52 28 37 43 00 
4 100 10 52 12 34 39 42 15 37 31 35 
5 100-02 09-07-06 07 42 06 13 07 
6 100 14 45 58 37--01 37 4l 54 
... 7 100 23 07 03 10 10 22 19 
8 100 4o 33 02 25 36 34 
9 100 40 02 48 35 44 
10 Note : 100 00 4l 32 49 
11 15 significant at 100--05--03 02 
12 .01 level, 301 d.f. 100 29 40 
13 11 significant at 100 4o 
14 .05 level, 301 d.f. 100 
Figure 3. Correlations among scales in first 
administration 
Scales l 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 
1 
2 
2 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
100 36 35 30 06 63 25 
100 45 45 04 63 21 
100 34 03 74 23 
100 03 63 17 
100 02 16 
100 22 
100 
Note : 
15 significant at 
.01 level, 301 d.f. 
11 significant at 
.05 level, 301 d.f. 
30 58 33 06 56 29 41 
39 61 50 10 57 36 42 
33 68 43-01 64 .31 4l 
32 62 40 07 58 30 35 
-10-03-02 46 02 05 01 
47 71 40 00 59 57 63 
24 17 05 14 17 18 26 
100 50 34-03 46 32 35 
100 43-01 65 58 66 
100-21 42 31 43 
100-03 02-01 
100 56 61 
100 32 
100 
Figure 4. Correlations among scales in second 
administration 
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There is a relationship significant beyond the .01 
level between conformity and prestige in both administra­
tions, .42 and .46, but the correlations between these two 
scales and the other scales are not significant at both the 
pre- and post-test periods. College students, especially 
during the freshman and sophomore years, are often called 
conformists and it would, therefore, seem likely that con­
formity would contribute to prestige in their peer group. 
Recognition may be gained through clothing by following 
the accepted fashion of the group. 
Kittles1 after administering a clothing importance 
scale in two southern universities found that students 
I 
assigned importance to clothing items as symbolic of high 
status position. Both sociological and psychological 
factors determined satisfaction with clothing. 
Individuality and conformity were the two scales that 
yielded the largest negative correlations in both adminis­
trations. The correlations of -.07 and -.10 in the pre-
and post-tests indicated that they were almost independent. 
It was expected that these two psychological objects were 
extreme opposites arid that this result would occur if 
these scales were valid. 
^Kittles, 0£. cit., p. 127. 
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Individuality correlates significantly with all scales 
except conformity and prestige. The highest correlations 
for individuality in the two administrations are with 
labeling .40 and .50, and with faulty merchandise, .45 and 
.47. These correlations were not anticipated, but a rela­
tionship between individuality, appropriateness, becoming­
ness, and store atmosphere was expected. The.correlation 
range among these scales in the two administrations is from 
.26 to .39., One would expect an individualist to be in­
terested in appropriate and becoming clothing and to visit 
exclusive shops to find Unique accessories and clothing. 
Items in the scales of appropriateness and becomingness 
are related in that they refer to suitability of dress. 
A range of .33 and .52 was found for planned pur­
chasing when the scores were correlated with scores on 
appropriateness, becomingness, care, comfort, faulty mer­
chandise, individuality, labeling, serviceability, store 
atmosphere, and versatility. These scales are also inter­
related but there appear to be two groups. One involves 
the performance characteristics of clothing and includes 
the scales of labeling, faulty merchandise, serviceability, 
and care. The range of correlations among these is .37 and 
.71. The second group includes social and psychological 
aspects in scales of appropriateness, becomingness, versa­
tility, and comfort. Correlations are from .35 to .47 
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among these scales. The close relationship among the 
various scales indicates that a choice could be made for 
use in specific courses. 
Idle shopping is ordinarily considered to be the 
opposite of planned purchasing and a non-significant re­
lationship exists between these two scales; the correla­
tions for the two administrations are .03 and .05. There 
are low but correlations significant beyond the .01 level 
between idle shopping and individuality, .23 and .24, and 
idle shopping and care, .20 and .23. If students do idle 
shopping for the purpose of finding clothing to purchase 
in the future perhaps care might have some association, 
otherwise there may be no reason for the close relation­
ship . 
Opinion Change Between First and 
Second Administrations 
When the scales were being developed, it was anti­
cipated that courses would result in positive opinion 
change except for the scales of conformity and idle shop­
ping. The large amount of conformity on campus is usually 
discouraged in clothing courses through helping students 
become aware of their conformity and of the desirability 
4o 
of expressing individuality through their clothing. Lower 
scores on the post-test were anticipated for idle shopping 
because of the belief that money is often wasted through 
idle shopping because it results in purchases being made 
which have not been planned. Planned purchasing rather 
than idle shopping is encouraged in textiles and clothing 
courses. 
Analysis of variance was used to determine whether 
there were significant changes in opinions concerning 
selection, use, and care of clothing between the first and 
second administrations of the scales and whether the col­
leges differed in the extent of change. Outlines of the 
courses in each of the colleges were reviewed to see 
whether the scales were pertinent to the objectives of the 
courses. Results of analysis of variance and information 
from course outlines served as means of deciding whether 
the scales were refined enough to measure opinion change. 
There were pre- and post-test differences significant 
beyond the .01 level for five scales for which differences 
among the colleges were not significant. These scales are 
becomingness, care, comfort, individuality, and versatility. 
Analysis relating to these scales can"be seen in Tables 2, 
3, 4, 5, and 6. 
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Table 2. Analysis of variance between first and second 
administrations among colleges on scale on 
becomingness 
Degrees 
of Mean 
Source of variation freedom square F F i95 F.99 
College difference 6 261.63 1.2 8 2 .13 2.87 
Error term 296 203.87 
Pre and post difference 1 626.62 9.72**3 .88 6.73 
Pre and post difference 6 125.76 1.95 2 .13 2.87 
from college to college 
64.49 Error for both 296 
^^Significant beyond the .01 level. 
Table 3. Analysis of variance between first and second 
administrations among colleges on scale on care 
Degrees 
of Mean 
Source of variation freedom square F F 
.95 F.99 
College difference 6 100.46 0.73 2 .13 2.87 
Error term 296 138.47 
Pre and post difference 1 702.51 12.28** 3 .88 6.73 
Pre and post difference 6 110.58 1.93 2 .13 2.87 
from college to college 
296 Error for both 57.20 
^Significant beyond the .01 level. 
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Table 4. Analysis of variance between first and second 
administrations among colleges on scale on 
comfort 
Degrees 
of Mean 
Source of variation freedom square F F 
.95 F.99 
College difference 6 67.94 0.88 2 .13 2.87 
Error term 296 76.46 
Pre and post difference 1 312.23 8.89** 3 .88 6.73 
Pre and post difference 6 49.15 1.40 2 .13 2.87 
from college to college 
296 Error for both 35.09 
^Significant beyond the .01 level. 
Table 5. Analysis of variance between first and second 
administrations among colleges on scale on 
individuality 
Source of variation 
Degrees 
of 
freedom 
Mean 
square F F
.95 F.99 
College difference 6 85.28 0.95 2.13' 2.87 
Error term 296 90.14 
Pre and post difference 1 312.23 8.23** 3.88 6.73 
Pre and post difference 6 39.03 1.03 2.13 2.87 
from college to college 
296 Error for both 37.92 
-^Significant beyond the .01 level. 
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Table 6. Analysis of variance between first and second 
administrations among colleges on scale on 
versatility 
Degrees 
of Mean 
Source of variation freedom square F F 95 F.99 
College difference 6 57.82 0.61 2. 13 2.87 
Error term 296 94.07 
Pre and post difference 1 424.98 11.55** 3. 88 6.73 
Pre and post difference 6 30.36 0.82 2. 13 2.87 
from college to college 
296 36.78 Error for both 
^Significant beyond the .01 level. 
Mean scores for each of the scales in which there were 
pre and post differences are : 
Mean scores 
Scales Pre-test Post-test 
Becomingness 71 73 
Care 60 62 
Comfort 47 48 
Individuality 49 50 
Versatility 47 49 
Somewhat greater opinion change occurred for the 
scales on becomingness, care, and versatility than for 
comfort and individuality even though all were significant 
at the .01 level. Revision and/or additional testing of 
the two latter scales might show more highly significant 
differences. The scale on individuality should be 
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administered to the same students when they "become upper-
classmen to determine if greater change takes place during 
a longer period of time. It is believed that a strong 
social force toward conformity in clothing for beginning 
college students makes it difficult to effect change toward 
individuality within a college term. 
There was opinion change significant beyond the .01 
level between the first and second administrations of the 
scales for serviceability, labeling,' and faulty merchandise. 
Pre and post differences from college to college were also 
significant. Results of these analyses are shown in 
Tables 7, 8, and 9. 
Table 7. Analysis of variance between first and second 
administrations among colleges on scale on 
serviceability 
Source of variation 
Degrees 
of 
freedom 
Mean 
square F F
.95 F.99 
College difference 6 18.79 0.51 2.13 2.87 
Error term 296 36.35 
Pre and post difference 1 1248.91 77.67** 3.88 6.73 
Pre and post difference 6 75.17 4.61** 2.13 2.87 
from college to college 
296 16.08 Error for both 
-^Significant beyond the .01 level. 
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Table 8. Analysis of variance between first and second 
administrations among colleges on scale on 
labeling 
Degrees 
of Mean 
Source of variation freedom square F F 
.95 P.99 
College difference 6 135.88 2.00 2 .13 2.87 
Error term 296 67.86 
Pre and post difference 1 1147.00 34.42** 3 .88 6.73 
Pre and post difference 6 99.74 2.99** 2 .13 2.87 
from college to college 
296 .Error for both 33.32 
-^ -^ Significant beyond the .01 level. 
Table 9. Analysis of variance between first and second 
administrations among colleges on scale on 
faulty merchandise 
Degrees 
of Mean 
Source of variation freedom square 'F P
.95 F.99 
College difference 6 214.66 1.49 2.13 2.87 
Error term 296 144.48 
Pre and post difference 1 1580.65 23.34** 3.88 6.73 
Pre and post difference 6 194.42 2.87** 2.13 2.87 
from college to college 
296 67.72 Error for both 
-^Significant beyond the .01 level. 
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Types of courses in which the scales were administered 
varied. Course outlines indicated that in some colleges 
textiles were emphasized, while in others clothing selec­
tion or clothing construction was stressed. Courses in 
which the scales were administered and brief descriptions 
of each can be seen in Table 10. 
Variations among the colleges in relation to type of 
course and opinion change are compared for the scales of 
serviceability, labeling, and faulty merchandise. The dif­
ferences from college to college can be observed from the 
pre- and post-test mean scores. 
Pre- and post-test mean scores for the scale on 
serviceability are: 
Mean scores 
College Pre-test Post-test 
A 40 44 
B 39 42 
C 40 4l 
. D 39 42 
E 37 45 
F 39 • 42 
G 40 42 
When a comparison of mean scores of the colleges on 
the scale for serviceability was made with the types and 
descriptions of the courses the results are consistent with 
expectations. The greatest gain was made in a textile 
course in College E. A textile course in College A was in 
second place and in two of the courses in selection the 
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Table 10. Types and descriptions of courses in colleges 
participating in the study 
College Type and description of course 
A* Textiles : Selection, use, and care of clothing 
including economic principles and new develop­
ments in textiles 
B Textiles : Selection, use, and care of clothing 
including fibers, weaves, fabric finishes and 
labels 
Clothing Construction: Choice of pattern design, 
fabrics, findings, construction and accessorizing 
of garments 
C Clothing Selection: Principles of design as 
applied to clothing 
D Clothing Selection: Selection and care of 
clothing including knowledge of aesthetic, 
economic, social, and cultural aspects as they 
affect clothing selection 
E Textiles: Selection, use, and care of clothing 
including a study of fibers, fabrics, and 
finishes 
F Clothing Selection: Economic, social, psycho­
logical, and aesthetic aspects of clothing, also 
consumer buymanship aspects of clothing 
G Clothing Construction: Design principles, gar­
ment finishes, and construction of a garment 
*The seven colleges participating in the study are re­
ferred to by code letters. 
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gains equalled that in the third textile course but the 
least amount of gain was shown by College C in clothing 
selection. 
For the scale on labeling, pre- and post-test mean 
scores are: 
Mean scores 
College Pre-test Post-test 
A 50 55 
B 48 49 
C 48 50 
D 47 51 
E 44 52 
F 48 50 
G 48 49 
The gains for the scale on labeling show a similar 
pattern from college to college as those for service­
ability. This similarity is to be expected since labeling 
is usually included in textile courses. Two of the three 
textile courses had the greatest amount of gain,wSg.lege E 
being in first place followed by College A. The smallest 
amount of gain was made in Colleges B and G. College B 
administered the scale in two courses, one of clothing 
construction and the other of textiles, while the course 
in College G was clothing construction. 
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The faulty merchandise scale pre- and post-test mean 
scores are: 
Mean scores 
College Pre-test Post-test 
A 67 75 
B 68 68 
C 71 73 
D 66 70 
E 62 71 
F 67 71 
G 69 69 
The same pattern of opinion change occurred from col­
lege to college for the scale on faulty merchandise as for 
labeling and serviceability. The textile course in College 
E showed the greatest gain followed by College A. Courses 
in Colleges B and G had the least amount of gain. 
A relationship was found among the scales of service­
ability, labeling, and faulty merchandise when the scores 
in the two administrations were correlated: serviceability 
and labeling, .48 and .65, serviceability and faulty mer­
chandise, .37 and .59, and labeling and faulty merchandise 
.58 and .71. Correlations were significant beyond the .01 
level. 
Both pre and post differences and differences among 
colleges were found for the scales on conformity, idle 
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Table 11. Analysis of variance between first and second 
administrations among colleges on scale on 
conformity 
Degrees 
of Mean 
Source of variation freedom square F F 
.95 F.99 
College difference 6 418.47 7.39** 2 .13 2.87 
Error term 296 56.66 
Pre and post difference 1 366.43 13.18** 3 .88 6.73 
Pre and post difference 6 22.40 0.81 2 .13 2.87 
from college to college 
296 Error for both 27.80 
-^Significant beyond the .01 level. 
Table 12. Analysis of variance between first and second 
administrations among colleges on scale on 
idle shopping 
Degrees 
of Mean 
Source of variation freedom square F F 
.95 F.99 
College difference 6 318.01 2.27* 2 .13 2.87 
Error term 296 139.63 
Pre and post difference 1 366.43 7.36** 3 .88 6.73 
Pre and post difference 6 27.47 0.55 2 .13 2.87 
from college to college 
296 49.81 Error for both 
^Significant beyond the .05 level. 
-^Significant beyond the .01 level. 
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Table 13. Analysis of variance between first and second 
administrations among colleges on scale on 
planned purchasing 
Degrees 
of Mean 
Source of variation freedom square F F 95 F
.99 
College difference 6 204.54 2.13* 2.13 2.87 
Error term 296 96.15 
Pre and post difference 1 424.98 13.92** 3.88 6.73 
Pre and post difference 6 15.18 0.50 2.13 2.87 
from college to college 
296 Error for both. 30.53 
S^ignificant beyond the .05 level. 
S^ignificant beyond the .01 level. 
shopping, and planned purchasing. The former differences 
were significant beyond the .01 level. College differences 
for conformity and planned purchasing were also significant 
beyond the .01 level and idle shopping beyond, the .05 level. 
For the scale on conformity, pre- and po,st-test mean 
scores are : 
Mean scores 
College Pre-test Post-test 
A 21 23 
B 22 22 
C 24 26 
D 24 • 26 
E 26 30 
F 27 29 
G 22 23 
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Since conformity is usually discouraged in the teaching 
of clothing selection courses it would seem likely that the 
gains in the mean scores for the scale on conformity would 
be less than in courses on either textiles or clothing 
construction. The data, however, indicate that there is 
no consistent relation between the type of course and the 
amount of opinion change which took place. Mean scores are 
higher on the post-test than the pre-test in six of the 
seven colleges and in all three types of courses: clothing 
selection, textiles, and clothing construction. Additional 
testing of this scale should be undertaken in courses • 
known to include socio-psychological aspects of clothing 
to see whether different results would be obtained. There 
is a possibility that the strong social force for conformity 
in clothing among beginning college students on the campus 
makes it difficult to effect a negative opinion change 
within a college term. The scale should be administered 
to the same students when they become upperclassmen to 
determine whether their attitudes have changed. 
Lapitsky found from responses of students that con­
formity did not play an important part in motivating 
clothing behavior. Her study included students at the 
"'"Lapitsky, ojd. cit., p. 50. 
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four college levels which suggests, when comparing with 
the present study, that upperclassmen might express more 
individuality in clothing than freshmen. 
Pre- and post-test mean scores for the scale on idle 
shopping are: 
Mean scores 
College Pre-test Post-test 
A 44 ' 45 
B 47 49 
C 49 52 
D 45 49 
E 51 51 
F 49 50 
G 46 48 
Lower scores were expected on the post-test for idle 
shopping but instead there was an increase in mean scores 
in all but one college. The type of items on the scale 
may have been responsible. Some items in the idle shop­
ping scale referred to idle shopping as a use of leisure 
time, while others related planned purchasing to idle 
shopping as a means of planning future purchases. The 
idle shopping items should be separated into two scales 
and administered in courses known to include a study of 
planned purchasing. 
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The planned purchasing scale pre- and post-test mean 
scores are : 
Mean scores 
College Pre-test Post-test 
A 50 51 
B 45 46 
C 48 52 
D 47 49 
E 46 48 
F 49 51 
G 47 49 
When a comparison of the mean scores of the colleges 
on the scale for planned purchasing was made with the 
types and descriptions of the courses the results did not 
follow expectations. It would seem that planned purchasing 
would have been- emphasized.to a greater extent in the 
textile than in either clothing selection or construction 
courses. The findings indicate that planned purchasing 
was included to some extent in each of the types of courses 
When analyzing results for the scale on prestige for 
all colleges combined, no significant pre- and post-test 
differences were found but there was significant college 
difference for this scale. Table 14 presents the results 
of the analysis. 
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Table l4. Analysis of variance between first and second 
administrations among colleges on scale on 
prestige 
Source of variation 
Degrees 
of 
freedom 
Mean 
square F F 
.95 F.99 
College difference 6 470.51 4.42** 2 .13 2.87 
Error term 296 106.46 
Pre and post difference 1 54.21 0.99 3 .88 6.73 
Pre and post difference 6 64.32 1.17 2 .13 2.87 
from college to college 
296 54.78 Error for both 
-^Significant beyond the .01 level. 
i 
For the scale on prestige, pre- and post-test mean 
scores are: 
Mean scores 
College Pre-test Post-test 
A 32 31 
B 29 29 
C 33 31 
D 34 36 
E 35 39 
F 32 34 
G 30 30 
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The low post-test scores and small gains indicate a 
need for additional testing in courses in which socio­
logical aspects of clothing are known to he included. 
There were no significant differences for the scales 
on store atmosphere and appropriateness. The former was 
not mentioned in the outlines of the courses in any of the 
colleges. Appropriateness was included in course descrip­
tions and the reason for no significant opinion change is 
not known. It may be that this scale was not refined 
enough to measure change or that the course objectives 
were not achieved. 
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SUMMARY 
The purpose of the study was to develop scales which 
I 
could be used by college teachers of freshmen and sophomore 
courses to determine opinions concerning selection, use, 
and care of clothing. Knowing opinions of students could 
,help in curriculum planning by providing one basis for 
selection of learning experiences. Effectiveness of 
I 
teaching could also be estimated if opinions of students 
are obtained at the beginning and end of a college term. 
Following the Likert. technique of attitude scale 
construction 16 scales were developed. A preliminary 
trial was conducted by administering the scales to college 
students in seven institutions. Responses from 93 to 110 
students were obtained for each scale and were used for 
item analysis. ' 
Both intercorrelations among the items on a scale and 
correlations of each item with the total score served as 
the means for final choice of items and scales. The scales 
on store services and conformity versus individuality were 
eliminated because of low intercorrelations of items. From 
seven to 16 items in each of l4 scales making a total of 
152 items were retained for further trial. 
Statistical reliability of each of the revised scales 
was estimated by using correlations obtained in the 
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selection of items for the revised scales. The means of 
the correlations were calculated and each coefficient of 
reliability determined by the Spearman Brown prophecy 
formula. Coefficients of reliabilities for the revised 
scales are appropriateness .87, becomingness .88, care .88, 
comfort .78, conformity .92, faulty merchandise .83, idle 
shopping .85, individuality .82, labeling .81, planned 
purchasing .83, prestige .85, serviceability .89, store 
atmosphere .87, and versatility .87. These reliabilities 
indicate that all scales are useful for group measurement. 
The revised scales were administered at the beginning 
and end of a college term to determine whether they were 
sensitive enough to measure change in a course. Responses 
from 303 students from seven colleges and universities were 
obtained and utilized, in the analysis. 
Correlations of the scores in the two administrations 
of the scales were used as a means of establishing validity. 
Comparison was made to determine whether the relationship 
was significant and would be expected. There was a rela­
tionship significant beyond the .01 level between conformity 
and prestige but no significant relationship was fdund be­
tween these scales and any of the other scales. While con­
formity and individuality were the two scales which yielded 
the largest negative correlations, the correlations of -.07 
and -.10 between the two correlations in both the pre- and 
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post-tests indicated they were almost independent. It was 
assumed that these two psychological objects were extreme 
opposites and that this result would occur if these scales 
were valid. A non-significant relationship existed between 
planned purchasing and idle shopping. A group of scales 
including labeling, faulty merchandise, serviceability, and 
care were highly intercorrelated, significant beyond the 
.01 level. A significant relationship beyond the .01 level 
was also found among the scales of appropriateness, becom­
ingness, comfort, and versatility. The close relationship 
between the two latter groups of scales indicates that a 
choice could be made for use in a specific course. 
Analysis of variance was the test employed to deter­
mine whether there were significant differences in opinions 
held between the first and second administrations of the 
scales. Opinion change significant beyond the .01 level was 
found for the scales of becomingness, care, comfort, con­
formity, faulty merchandise, idle shopping, individuality, 
labeling, planned purchasing, serviceability, and versa­
tility. Differences among colleges significant beyond the 
.01 level were found for the scale on prestige. There were 
no significant differences for the scales on store atmos­
phere and appropriateness. Store atmosphere was not men­
tioned in outlines of the courses in any of the colleges. 
Appropriateness was included in course descriptions and the 
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reason for no significant opinion change is unknown. It 
may be that this scale was not refined enough to measure 
change or that some course objectives were not accomplished. 
The investigator recommends further revision and 
testing of some of the scales. Appropriateness, store 
atmosphere, and prestige should be administered again in 
courses known to include these aspects in course instruc­
tion. 
The scales of individuality and conformity should be 
readministered to the same students when they become upper-
classmen to determine whether their attitudes have changed 
over a longer period of time. In this study, it was ex­
pected that the strong, social force for conformity in 
clothing among beginning college students would make it 
difficult to effect opinion change toward individuality. 
Although the change was significant for both scales, 
greater opinion change was found between the two adminis­
trations for conformity. 
The scales on idle shopping and planned purchasing 
both resulted in positive opinion change, significant beyond 
the .01 level, although the F value was higher for planned 
purchasing. In examining the scale on idle shopping, it 
was found that items referred to idle shopping as a use of 
leisure time and as a means of planning future purchases. 
These items should be separated into two scales and 
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administered in courses known to include a study of 
planned purchasing. 
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APPENDIX A: TECHNIQUES FOR OBTAINING 
ITEMS FOR SCALES 
i 
Tape Recorded Interview Schedule 
INTERVIEW ABOUT EXPERIENCES IN PURCHASING 
(Tape recorded interview for collecting opinion statements) 
As a part of my thesis, I am obtaining some informa­
tion about student practices in purchasing clothing. Would 
you please show me your most recently purchased garment and 
then tell me how you went about selecting it? I would 
appreciate your recalling the experience from the time you 
thought about the garment until you bought it. 
Probe Questions 
1. When did you first consider buying this ? 
(Item of Clothing) 
2. Can you tell me why you bought this particular garment? 
3. Do you know anyone else who made a similar purchase? 
If so, did this influence your purchase? 
4. How did you decide where to buy? 
5. Were you influenced in any way at the point of sale? 
6. Had you obtained any helpful printed information which 
guided you in purchasing this particular garment? 
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7. Gould you tell me more about the purchase? Was It a 
pleasant experience? 
8. Did the store offer services such as a charge account, 
dressing rooms, delivery service, personal shoppers, or 
any consulting service that was helpful to you? 
9. Just what did you look for in purchasing this garment? 
Anything else? 
10. Have you been perfectly satisfied with this purchase? 
If so, in what ways? 
If not, why? 
What do you plan to do? 
11. What did you do with the label that was on the 
? 
Item of Clothing 
12. Has the label been helpful to you in any way? 
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Open-End Questions 
A girl often has the experience of going shopping to 
buy a skirt, sweater, or a dress and is disappointed 
in not finding what she wants. Yet the manufacturer 
says the customer determines what is designed and 
manufactured. 
What could be done to aid in getting clothing 
items people want on the retail market? 
A recent survey shows almost half of all purchases are 
made completely on impulse. Impulse buying is often 
justified by thé consumer and is desired by the re­
tailer. 
List some ideas which you have heard others ex­
press that justify impulse buying to the consumer. 
It is said of society in general that a certain amount 
of individuality is expressed in clothing worn today 
but conformity seems to be the rule. 
What reasons have you heard for conformity in 
dress? 
People are sometimes disappointed by receiving faulty 
merchandise from a store or by later being dissatisfied 
with the performance of the purchased item. 
What could be done to get more satisfactory 
clothing items on the retail market? 
We are often encouraged to find ways to express indi­
viduality in dress. 
What arguments have you heard for individuality 
in dress? 
Perhaps many store executives are unaware of faulty 
merchandise being sold in their stores. Yet consumers 
are often reluctant to return merchandise because of 
fear of facing the sales person with the returned goods. 
What should the consumer do if she receives unfair 
treatment when returning merchandise? 
Many people in the United States today purchase clothing 
through charge accounts. 
List some ideas you have heard which make this 
seem desirable. 
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8. Mass-media (radio, T.V., press) are considered to have 
a major effect on actions of many people. Advertising 
of clothing is done through various mass-media in 
order to increase sales. 
What are some of the ways mass-media affect the 
consumer in purchasing? 
9. Even though attempts may be made by some consumers to 
select all items of clothing carefully, faulty 
merchandise is sometimes purchased. 
What do you think consumers could do about this 
after having made a wrong purchase? 
10. Dry cleaners do a large volume of business today. 
Part of this can be attributed to the way of life 
which results in having certain tasks done for us. 
What are some of the reasons you have heard 
people give for or against having clothing com­
mercially dry cleaned rather than laundered? 
11. The government, manufacturer and the retailer all con­
tribute through labels to inform the consumer about 
clothing products. 
What are some of the satisfactions and dissatis­
factions you have heard consumers express in regard 
to labels? 
12. Many homemakers today send all of the family clothing 
to the commercial laundry, while others do part or 
all of their own laundry. 
What are some of the reasons you have heard 
people give for or against having clothes laundered 
at the commercial laundry? 
13. The launderomat is being used frequently today. 
What are the reasons you have heard given for 
this frequent use in contrast to the commercial 
laundry? 
14. Prestige brands play an important part in advertising. 
One can often see an entire page of a magazine devoted 
to a picture of a garment and a label showing a brand 
name. 
What reasons have you heard given in favor of or 
opposed to buying garments so labeled? 
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15. It seems to be a recent trend for more people to 
spend time in idle shopping. 
What are some of the reasons given for this 
recent trend? 
16. There is some reason to believe that the way a con­
sumer visualizes a store may have some influence on 
her purchasing. 
What remarks have you heard as to how the store 
image influences, the consumer in the purchasing of 
clothing? 
17. People disagree today on the importance of a carefully 
worked out budget to be used as a guide for purchasing 
items of clothing. 
List some ideas which you have heard which support 
or reject planned purchasing. 
18. There are many types of sales of clothing but all are 
advertised as saving the consumer money. 
What are some of the reasons you have heard given 
by the consumer which would indicate interest or dis­
interest in sales? 
19. For many reasons, it is important today to have "easy 
care" clothing. Some manufacturers say they do not 
know what the consumer means by "easy care. 
What have you heard consumers indicate as the 
qualities they want in garments which would contribute 
to "easy care ? 
20. I know you have observed an individual who seems to 
stand out in a crowd because she is wearing the very 
latest style. 
What are some of the different ideas you have 
heard expressed regarding the importance of style to 
individuals? 
21. Clothing can help an individual express herself, gain 
recognition, and have a feeling of security. 
In what ways have you observed these to be true 
for people in selecting and wearing ready-made 
clothing? 
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22. Many manufacturers objected to the passage of the 
Textile Fiber Products Identification Law on the 
grounds that fiber content means little to the con­
sumer and that it was not worth the cost to provide 
the labels. 
From your observation of consumers what are their 
practices in the use of labels: 
fa) in selecting clothing? 
(b) in caring for clothing? 
23. Merchandise carrying a Certified Seal of Approval or 
a Testing Laboratory Seal can be found in most retail 
clothing stores today. 
What reasons have you heard consumers give for 
or against the purchase of this merchandise? 
24. Certain services such as dressing rooms and charge 
accounts offered by a store may be important to the 
consumer in the choice of where to shop for clothing. 
What are some of the consumer practices in 
selection of clothing which entail special store 
services? 
25. Many authorities believe the conscientious shopper to 
be dropping out of the picture today. 
What are some of the practices which indicate 
that the consumer shops conscientiously or otherwise? 
26. Fibers, yarns, fabrics, and finishes, as well as the 
construction of the garment each play an important 
part in how a garment wears. 
What have you heard consumers say they look for 
in ready-made clothing as indications of quality? 
27. Seasonal sales, fire sales, manufacturer's sales, 
penny sales, going out of business sales, two for the 
price of one, and other special sales can frequently 
be found. 
What are some statements you have heard consumers 
give as to the influences of sales on their pur­
chasing? 
28. In our society many people strive for prestige. 
Clothing is sometimes spoken of as a means of gaining 
prestige. 
What are some of the statements you have heard 
that would indicate prestige does or does not influence 
the selection of clothing? 
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29. More and more clothing items are packaged and sold to 
the consumer in a special package. 
What are the consumer practices in selection 
which would indicate an acceptance or rejection of 
packaged blouses? 
30. Throughout the centuries, appropriateness of dress 
has been important. 
In what ways do people consider appropriateness 
in purchasing clothing today? 
31. Brand labels have meaning to many consumers. 
What are some of the ways in which consumers 
indicate that brand labels are important? 
32. According to many surveys the comfortableness of a 
dress seems to play an important part in determining 
satisfaction for the wearer. 
What have you heard people say determines whether 
or not a dress is comfortable? 
33. This remark is often made about a very attractive 
person - "She looks like she just stepped out of a 
fashion magazine." 
What explanations have you heard people give 
about clothing as contributing to this achievement? 
34. Often in a store you will hear a consumer say - "I am 
just looking," when asked by a sales person if she 
wishes help. 
What are the reasons a consumer might give as an 
explanation for this answer? 
35. Some people indicate that they always shop at the same 
store. 
What are some of the reasons they give for 
frequenting the same store? 
36. Stores are often categorized by the consumer as 
"high class" or "low class." 
What do people say about atmosphere or character­
istics of a store which cause them to classify it in 
one of these categories? 
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37. It is a policy of some stores to give sales people 
training about the newest developments in textiles and 
general information about selection of clothing in 
order for them to be able to give advice to consumers. 
What expressions have you heard from consumers 
which would indicate that they do or do not desire 
advice from a sales person? 
38. Even though it is a Federal Law that all garments must 
be labeled, many dress shops are removing labels be­
fore putting their garments on racks for sale. 
(a) What are the reasons you have heard given 
for the removal of these labels? 
(b) What arguments have you heard about con­
sumer responsibility in this case? 
39. Manufacturers often say that whether or not labels 
are properly used today depends on the consumer. 
What have you heard consumers say about their 
use of labels? 
40. Some consumers say they are often disappointed with 
purchases because they really do not have time to 
shop carefully. 
In what ways might the retailer assist these 
consumers? 
41. This year, again, dresses of cotton madras from India 
are popular. Large labels state that the colors are 
"Guaranteed to Bleed." Even with this undesirable 
quality, it is a fad on some college campuses to wear 
these dresses. 
What reasons are given for the wearing of these 
dresses? 
42. In some of our recent research studies, consumers have 
indicated they do not read labels. 
What have you heard as reasons for not reading 
labels on clothing? 
43. Some brands are so well known to consumers that a men­
tion of the brand name recalls experience with a 
garment. 
What have you heard consumers say that would 
indicate brand loyalty? 
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44. With a limited amount of money to spend for clothing, 
versatility of garments may play an important part in 
choices. 
In what ways do people consider versatility in 
purchasing clothing today? 
45. Comfortableness in clothing may be either physical or 
psychological. 
What expressions have you heard about selection 
or wearing of clothes for comfort? 
46. In our society it is ideal to be able to look young 
and attractive. Becoming clothes are aids in this 
achievement. 
How do people say they select clothes for 
becomingness? 
47. Information, from comfort studies being done by the 
government as well as private laboratories, is being 
made available for the benefit of the consumer today. 
In what ways are consumers indicating that they 
are or are not considering comfort in selection of 
clothing? 
48. Companies may use a label to indicate that an article 
of clothing has been manufactured in accordance with 
the American Standards Association Performance 
Requirements for Textile Fabrics. 
What have you heard expressed as to the value of . 
the A.S.A. L22 label to the consumer? 
49. Many manufacturers include more information on labels 
than.is required by law. 
In what ways do consumers indicate that labels 
are of value to them in caring for garments? 
50. Dry cleaners and launderers often need label informa­
tion in order to care for garments properly. 
What arguments do consumers give for not passing 
this information on to commercial concerns? 
51. Dr. Ernest Dichter, President of Motivational Research, 
speaks of the use of the credit card today as a demon­
stration of power by the human being. 
What reasons have you heard for and against buying 
clothing on credit? 
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Returning faulty merchandise to the store is often 
time consuming and annoying to the consumer. 
What are some suggestions you have heard con­
sumers give which would make return of merchandise 
to the store satisfactory? 
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Example of Open-End Questions and Instructions 
Will you help me by giving a few opinions about clothing? 
For my graduate study I am asking about opinions of con­
sumers concerning practices in selection, use, and care of 
clothing.* As a part of the study I am asking a few stu­
dents to respond to some questions and it is for this that 
I am seeking your help. I shall appreciate any information 
you can give in response to the two questions on this paper 
(second one on back of page). Any ideas, reasons, or 
arguments you have heard will be most appreciated. I have 
provided space following each question for your responses. 
You need not sign your name. 
Question I. 
Perhaps many store executives are unaware of faulty 
merchandise being sold in their stores. Yet consumers are 
often reluctant to return merchandise because of fear of 
facing the sales person with the returned goods. 
What should the consumer do if she receives unfair 
treatment when returning merchandise? 
* By consumer I mean any one who uses economic goods. 
This includes students as well as homemakers and other 
users of clothing items. 
(over) 
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APPENDIX B: PRELIMINARY SCALES 
Directions for Response to Preliminary Scales 
Directions for Responding to Opinion Scales 
People differ in their beliefs about selection, use, 
and care of clothing and often express definite feelings 
about all phases. A number of statements about clothing 
have been listed on the following pages. Please read each 
statement carefully and indicate how you feel by drawing 
a circle around the proper code letter(s) at the right of 
each statement. An explanation of each code is given 
below. 
Code 
SA (Strongly Agree) - If you are very much in agree­
ment with the idea. 
A (Agree) - If you are in agreement with the idea 
but do not have strong feelings about it. 
U (Uncertain) - If you are not sure how you feel 
about the practice. 
D (Disagree) - If you are not in agreement with the 
idea but do not have strong feelings 
about it. 
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SD (Strongly Disagree) - If you are very much opposed 
to the Idea. 
The code for each response Is listed in the upper 
right hand corner of each of the opinion scales. 
Be sure to give your opinion regarding each statement. 
Indicate your sex and year in college on the left hand 
corner of the page. Do not sign your name. . 
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Copies of Preliminary Scales 
Male Female SA - Strongly Agree 
A - Agree 
Class U - Uncertain 
Fr. Jr. D - Disagree 
SD - Strongly Disagree 
Soph. Sr. 
Appropriateness 
Appropriateness refers to suitability of clothing for 
an occasion. 
1. Clothing should be appropriate for 
the occasion SA A U D SD 
2. Appropriate clothing gives a good 
first impression SA A U D SD 
3. One feels well dressed when dressed 
appropriately SA A U D SD 
4. Appropriateness of clothing is 
determined by custom SA A U D SD 
5. Rules of appropriate dress are more 
rigid today than in the past. .... SA AU D SD 
6. Appropriate dress is partly deter­
mined by community standards SA A U D SD 
7. One learns appropriate dress by 
listening to friends discuss clothes. SA A U D SD 
8. One makes friends more easily when 
dressed appropriately SA AU D SD 
9. People give little thought to 
appropriate dress today . SA A U D SD 
10. One must consider climatic condi­
tions in determining appropriate 
dress SA A U D SD 
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11. Appropriateness of dress should 
change in relation to age of an 
individual SA A U D SD 
12. People seldom notice if clothing is 
appropriate for an occasion SA AU D SD 
13. Accessories should be appropriate to 
the costume SA A U D SD 
14. Appropriateness of dress is very-
important SA A U D SD 
15. Many types of dress are appropriate 
today for most occasions. ...... SA A U D SD 
16. Authorities today disagree on 
appropriate dress SA A U D SD 
17. As one grows older ideas change 
about appropriateness of dress. ... SA AU D SD 
18. Ideas about what is appropriate 
dress have changed SA A U D SD 
19. Appropriateness of dress for 
specific occasions does not 
change with fashion change SA AU D SD 
20. Colors play a part in appropriate 
dress SA A U D SD 
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Male Female SA - Strongly Agree 
A - Agree 
Class U - Uncertain 
Fr. Jr. D - Disagree 
SD - Strongly Disagree 
Soph. Sr. . 
Becomlngness 
Becomlngness refers to the suitability of a dress to 
an individual. 
/ 
1. One should purchase clothes that 
are becoming regardless of fashion. .SA A U D SD 
2. One can rely on advice of sales people 
in selecting becoming clothes . . . . SA A U D SD 
3. Becomlngness of dress has little 
influence on one's behavior SA A U D SD 
4. Colors play a major part in 
becomlngness of dress ........ SA A U D SD 
5. One should buy a dress one likes 
regardless of becomlngness SA A U D SD 
6. One should try to learn more about 
how to select becoming clothes. ... SA AU D SD 
7. One is happier when knowing how to 
select becoming clothes SA A U D SD 
8. Personality can be expressed through 
becoming clothes SA A U D SD 
9. Variety of colors should be selected 
for one's wardrobe even though some 
are not becoming to the individual. .SA A U D SD 
10. Clothes that are becoming add to 
one's attractiveness SA A U D SD 
11. Becoming clothes contribute to one's 
success in work SA A U D SD 
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12. One makes friends more easily when 
dressed "becomingly . SA AU D SD 
13. The style of the dress must be con­
sidered for becomlngness SA AU D SD 
14. One should choose clothes to suit 
personality SA AU D SD 
15. One can rely on the advise of 
friends in selecting becoming 
clothes . SA A U D SD 
16. One can expect compliments if dress 
is becoming SA AU D SD 
17. One should analyze one's person­
ality in order to select becoming 
clothes . SA AU D SD 
18. One seems to get along better with 
people when dressed becomingly. ... SA AU D SD 
19. Fashion is more important than 
becomlngness in selecting clothing. . SA A U D SD 
20. Students seem to get along better 
with school work when dressed 
becomingly SA A U D SD 
21. College freshmen do not need advise 
about becomlngness of clothing. ... SA AU D SD 
22. One can count on frankness of 
friends' opinions about becomlngness 
of clothing SA AU D SD 
23. One is not always as alert to 
becomlngness as is someone else ... SA AU D SD 
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Male Female SA - Strongly Agree 
A - Agree 
Class U - Uncertain 
Fr. Jr. D - Disagree 
SD - Strongly Disagree 
Soph. Sr. 
Care 
Care refers to the keeping of fabric or garment in a 
satisfactory condition. 
1. Before purchasing an article of cloth­
ing, one should determine what care 
will be needed. . SA A U D SD 
2. One benefits by choosing a laundry 
affiliated with the American Insti­
tute of Laundering even if this 
service may be more expensive .... SA A U D SD 
3. The customer should tell the com­
mercial launderer or dry cleaner 
if pleased with care given SA A U D SD 
4.' One should seek advice about 
stain removal from a dry cleaner 
rather than experimenting with re­
moving stains from clothing SA A U D SD 
5. When selecting launderable clothing 
one should look for a certified seal 
of laundering .' SA A U D SD 
6. Stains should be called to the 
attention of a commercial concern 
caring for one's clothing ...... SA A U D SD 
7. Confusion exists as to meaning of 
"ease of care" SA A U D SD 
8. If a consumer knows of special care 
needed for a garment, the commercial 
concern handling the garment should 
be informed SA AU D SD 
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9. The cost of care should be a con­
sideration in purchasing a garment. . SA A U D SD 
10. When a fad appears, one does not 
mind giving extra effort to care. . . SA A U D SD 
11. One does not benefit by choosing a 
dry cleaner affiliated with the 
National Institute of Dry Cleaners. . SA A U D SD 
12. If it is believed that clothing was 
ruined when dry cleaned, the item 
should be returned to the cleaner 
for adjustment SA A U D SD 
13. It is unnecessary to protect 
clothing against damage by moths and 
beetles SA AU D SD 
14. If a garment is ruined in cleaning, 
one should expect the cost of the 
original garment as a refund SA A U D SD 
15. Both the dry cleaner and the con­
sumer benefit from the Pair Claims 
Adjustment Guide SA A U D SD 
16. Garments that need special handling 
in dry cleaning should be sent 
directly to the National Institute 
of Dry Cleaners SA A U D SD 
17. Frequent inspection of clothing does 
not contribute to maintaining good 
condition SA AU D SD 
18. Time involved in care should be an 
important consideration in pur­
chasing a garment if care is to be 
given at home SA A U D SD 
19. When purchasing a garment, one should 
consider whether it.will require 
commercial cleaning SA AU D SD 
20. When purchasing a garment, one needs 
to consider how long it will keep a 
neat appearance SA A U D SD 
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21. One should tell sales persons about 
care experience with garments so they 
can give information to other people. SA A U D SD 
22. Many difficulties with clothing can 
be traced to improper care by the 
consumer SA AU D SD 
23. One need not follow manufacturers 
care instructions to keep a garment 
in a satisfactory condition ..... SA A U D SD 
24. It is unnecessary to protect 
clothing from damage by per­
spiration SA A U D SD 
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Male Female SA - Strongly Agree 
A - Agree 
Class U - Uncertain 
Fr. Jr. D - Disagree 
Soph. Sr. 
SD - Strongly Disagree 
Comfort 
Comfort is a "feeling at ease" in clothing worn. 
1. One can be assured of comfort if a 
dress is the right size SA AU D SD 
2. A dress seems comfortable if other 
people like it SA A U D SD 
3. Color affects one's comfort in dress. SA A U D SD 
4. Extreme fashions contribute to one's 
comfort in dress SA AU D SD 
5. Dressing according to fashion has 
little to do with comfort SA A U D SD 
6. For an individual to be comfortable 
.her dress must be suited to the 
occasion for which it is worn .... SA AU D SD 
7. If an individual thinks a dress is 
becoming, it is comfortable ..... SA AU D SD 
8. A dress must be suited to one's 
personality to be comfortable .... SA AU D SD 
9. Clothing which makes one feel con­
spicuous can cause one to be 
uncomfortable . SA A U D SD 
10. One expects an expensive dress to 
be comfortable SA A U D SD 
11. The fit of a dress must be con­
sidered if it is to be comfortable 
for the wearer SA AU D SD 
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12. Casual clothes are designed for 
comfort SA A U D SD 
13. One feels uncomfortable when 
meeting a person on the street in 
an identical dress SA A U D SD 
14. If desiring comfort, one should try-
on a dress before purchasing SA A U D SD 
15. Texture does not affect one's 
comfort in dress SA A U D SD 
16. Fashion has little effect on 
comfort of clothing SA A U D SD 
17. The style of the dress contributes 
to comfort SA A U D SD 
18. The construction of fabric has much 
to do with comfort . SA AU D SD 
19. What others think about one's 
clothing has little to do with 
comfort SA A U D SD 
20. Colors in dress affect the way one 
feels SA A U D SD 
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Male Female SA - Strongly Agree . 
A - Agree 
Class U - Uncertain 
Fr. Jr. D - Disagree 
SD - Strongly Disagree 
Soph. Sr. 
Conformity I 
Conformity in clothing is following the fashion of 
others. 
1. One should dress like other people 
in the group SA A U D SD 
2. Conformity in dress often serves as 
a symbol of belonging SA A U D SD 
3. One attracts attention when dressed 
differently from friends. SA A U D SD 
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4. Conformity in dress gives a feeling 
of security '.... SA A U D SD 
5. Clothing similar to that worn by 
other people does not contribute to 
confidence SA A U D SD 
6. One must dress like others of his 
group to be liked SA A U D SD 
7. One feels conspicuous when dressed 
like his friends • SA A U D SD 
8. A person who goes outside the limits 
set by society in dress is tagged an 
"odd ball" . SA A U D SD 
9. To dress differently from the group 
makes one feel important SA A U D SD 
10. To dress differently from others 
shows creativity. SA A U D SD 
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11. One feels a sense of belonging when 
dressed like friends SA A U D SD 
12. One feels queer when dressed like 
other people SA A ÏÏ D SD 
13. A college girl looks out of place 
when not following a campus fad . . . SA A U D SD 
14. A college girl feels well dressed 
when dressed similar to class mates . SA A U D SD 
15. Conformity contributes to identifi­
cation with others in an organiza­
tion SA A U D SD 
16. Conformity in dress does not make one 
feel at ease SA A U D SD 
17. One conforms in dress when wearing 
ready-made clothing SA A U D SD 
18. Dressing differently from friends 
makes one feel left out SA A U D SD 
19. Society demands that one conform 
in dress SA A U D SD 
20. Conformity in clothing is necessary 
on â campus .... SA A U D SD 
21. An unwritten campus law causes 
freshmen to follow the traditional 
dress . . . SA AU D SD 
22. To be socially accepted, one adopts 
the manner of dress common to 
members of the group. SA A U D SD 
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Male Female SA - Strongly Agree 
A - Agree 
Class U - Uncertain 
Fr. Jr. D - Disagree 
SD - Strongly Disagree 
Soph. Sr. 
Faulty Merchandise 
Faulty merchandise refers to a garment with defective 
fibers, fabrics, finishes, or construction which occurred 
in the manufacturing. 
1. Faulty clothing items should be re­
turned to the store where purchased . SA A U D SD 
2. Friends should be told about faulty 
clothing items so they will profit 
from this knowledge ......... SA A U D SD 
3. One should insist that the retailer 
inform the manufacturer about faulty 
clothing merchandise SA A U D SD 
4. The consumer* should uncomplainingly 
keep faulty clothing items SA AU D SD 
5. A consumer should encourage others 
to exchange faulty merchandise. ... SA AU D SD 
6. One should analyze the faulty 
clothing item to try to determine 
the cause of the defect SA AU D SD 
7. An explanation should be given to the 
retailer as to why a garment is 
returned SA AU D SD 
8. It is best to look for a different 
fiber if dissatisfied with a fiber 
in an item of clothing. SA AU D SD 
* A consumer is anyone who uses "economic" goods. 
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9. It is a waste of time to complain 
to the store personnel about 
unsatisfactory merchandise SA A U D SD 
10. One should seek more information 
about clothing in order to avoid 
purchasing faulty merchandise .... SA AU D SD 
11. It is best to do nothing after pur­
chasing a faulty clothing item; 
just try to forget it SA A U D SD 
12. Faulty clothing merchandise should 
be returned to a higher store 
authority if a sales person refuses 
to accept the returned merchandise. . SA A U D SD 
13. One should seek another brand of 
clothing after having had one ex­
perience with a faulty item of a 
brand .SA AU D SD 
14. It is best to avoid a store which 
has sold you faulty merchandise . . . SA A U D SD 
15. One should analyze care procedures 
to determine if clothing was ruined 
through consumer carelessness . . . . SA A U D SD 
16. If a garment is worn before noticing 
a defect, one should not ask the 
store to exchange the merchandise . . SA A U D SD 
17. It is annoying to return faulty 
merchandise to a store because of 
the many people to whom one must 
complain SA A U D SD 
18. A return of unsatisfactory merchan­
dise to a store will help other 
consumers . SA A U D SD 
19. The consumer should take the loss 
from faulty clothing merchandise. . . SA A U D SD 
20. It is the consumer's fault if faulty 
clothing items are purchased SA A U D SD 
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21. Defective items of clothing should 
be accepted by the consumers rather 
than returned to the store where 
purchased . SA A U D SD 
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Male Female_ 
Class , 
Fr. Jr. 
Soph. Sr. 
SA - Strongly Agree 
A - Agree 
U - Uncertain 
D - Disagree 
SD - Strongly Disagree 
Idle Shopping 
Idle shopping is the visiting of a store with no 
intention of buying the merchandise offered for sale. 
1. Idle shopping is a good way to 
spend leisure time SA A U D SD 
2. Idle shopping is educational SA A U D SD 
3. Much knowledge about what is new in 
fashion can be gained in idle 
shopping. .............. SA A U D SD 
4. Time is often wasted in idle 
shopping. SA AU D SD 
5. Idle shopping can give one a 
"psychological lift" SA A U D SD 
6. To go shopping just to see what is 
new is a waste of time SA A U D SD 
7. Idle shopping often ends in the 
buying of items one does not need . . SA A U D SD 
8. Idle shopping often ends in the 
making of future decisions about 
clothing purchases SA AU D SD 
9. Knowledge about new developments in 
textiles can be gained in idle 
shopping . SA A U D SD 
10. While shopping idly one seldom 
thinks about clothing needs SA A U D SD 
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11. Ideas for one's wardrobe can be ob­
tained through idle shopping SA A U D SD 
12. When free time is available one 
should go to a clothing store to see 
what is new SA A U D SD 
13. Shopping when one cannot afford to 
buy anything is frustrating SA A U D SD 
14. Spending time in a store looking at 
beautiful fabric is fascinating ... SA A U D SD 
15. Just looking around in a clothing 
store is a release from boredom . . . SA A U D SD 
16. When shopping idly, one should not 
take the time of a sales person ... SA A U . D SD 
17. Idle shopping is costly to the store. SA A U D SD 
18. Idle shopping serves as an inex­
pensive recreation SA A U D SD 
19. Idle shopping provides an oppor­
tunity to visit with friends SA A U D SD 
20. Stores encourage idle shopping in 
the hope that purchases will be 
made SA A U D SD 
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Male Female SA - Strongly Agree 
A - Agree 
Class U - Uncertain 
Fr. Jr. D - Disagree 
SD - Strongly Disagree 
Soph. Sr. 
Individuality 
Individuality is expressing one's self in dress within 
the limits of fashion. 
1. It is desirable to express some 
individuality in dress SA A U D SD 
2. Compliments are most often re­
ceived when one expresses some 
individuality in dress SA AU D SD 
3. Individuality in dress makes one 
stand out as queer SA A U D SD 
4. One can dress similar to others 
and still express individuality . . . SA A U D SD 
5. Individuality in dress makes one 
feel at ease SA A U D SD 
6. Individuality is expressed by a 
style-conscious person .SA A U D SD 
7. One who expresses individuality in 
dress is ignored by the crowd .... SA AU D SD 
8. One can express one's creative 
ability through individuality in 
dress SA A U D SD 
9. One who is a leader can express 
individuality in dress SA AU D SD 
10. Individuality in dress tends to make 
one appear aggressive SA A U D SD 
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11. It 1s difficult to express indi­
viduality with ready-to-wear 
clothing SA A U D SD 
12. Individuality in clothing makes a 
good impression for the wearer. . . . SA A U D SD 
13. Personality is best expressed 
through individuality SA A U D SD 
14. One who likes to be first to wear a 
new fashion has individuality . . . . SA A U D SD 
15. One who dresses with some indi­
viduality is admired SA A U D SD 
16. Individuality in clothes often con­
tributes to undesirable criticism . . SA A U D SD 
17. It takes too much money to express 
individuality in dress SA AU D SD 
18. One attracts attention when ex­
pressing individuality in clothing. . SA A U D SD 
19. Individuality in dress contributes 
to one ' s popularity SA A U D SD 
20. One who starts a clothing fad is an 
individualist SA A U D SD 
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Male 
Class 
Fr. 
Soph. 
Female_ 
Jr._ 
Sr. 
SA - Strongly Agree 
A - Agree 
U - Uncertain 
D - Disagree 
SD - Strongly Disagree 
Labeling 
Labeling refers to any information attached to a 
garment in the form of a hang tag or sewn-in label. 
1. Clothing labels should be saved for 
future reference SA AU D SD 
2. Consumers* should be willing to 
share with manufacturers and/or 
retailers.the cost of good labeling 
on clothing SA AU D SD 
3. Brand names are guarantees of 
quality SA A U D SD 
4. Labels, as they now appear on 
clothing, are of little value to the 
consumer. SA A U D SD 
5. One should carefully read labels on 
garments before purchasing SA AU D SD 
6. A complaint should be voiced to some­
one in the store if a garment is in­
correctly labeled SA A U D SD 
7. Generic names of man-made fibers 
found on clothing labels are helpful 
to the consumer SA A U D SD 
8. Showing an interest in good labeling 
will contribute to better labeling 
in the future SA AU D SD 
9. Label information should be used by 
the consumer SA A U D SD 
*A consumer is anyone who uses "economic" goods. 
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10. A consumer should do nothing about 
missing garment labels SA AU D SD 
11. One should patronize stores where no 
labels are found on clothing SA A U D SD 
12. Helpful label information should be 
given to the dry cleaner or com­
mercial laundry when sending garments 
for care SA A U D SD 
13. A complaint should be voiced to some­
one in the store if a label is 
missing SA AU D SD 
14. One should look for the American 
Standards.Association L22 label on 
garments SA A U D SD 
15. One should examine labels to see if 
garments are made under desirable 
conditions SA A U D SD 
16. Friends should be helped to under­
stand clothing labels SA A U D SD 
17. It is a waste of time to complain to 
the store manager about missing 
clothing labels SA A U D SD 
18. Little can be done about incorrectly 
labeled items found in stores . . . . SA A U D SD 
19. Labels help people to choose 
clothing. SA A U D SD 
20. Labels are not written in a language 
easily understood by the consumer . . SA A U D SD 
21. The Federal Trade Commission should 
be informed of violations of textile 
labeling laws SA A U D SD 
22. A laboratory seal of approval does 
not guarantee serviceability of a 
clothing item .. SA A U D SD 
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Male Female SA - Strongly Agree 
A - Agree 
Class U Uncertain 
Fr. Jr. D - Disagree 
SD - Strongly Disagree 
Soph. Sr. 
Planned Purchasing 
Planned purchasing is a conscientious consideration 
given to the purchase of clothing previous to the selection 
of the item. 
1. A clothing budget is necessary. . . . SA A U D SD 
2. Dollars go further when clothing 
purchases are planned SA AU D SD 
3. Shopping can usually be done skill­
fully without planning SA A U D SD 
4. If money is available, clothing 
should be purchased regardless of a 
plan SA A U D SD 
5. Less money is wasted when clothing 
purchases are planned SA A U D SD 
6. Planning takes the joy out of 
shopping for clothing SA A U D SD 
7. Careful consideration should be given 
to clothing needs before purchasing .SA A U D SD 
8. Clothing expenditures need not be 
planned in advance of purchasing. . . SA A U D SD 
9. A shopping list should be made before 
going to the store to purchase 
clothing SA AU D SD 
10. Buying clothing on the spur of the 
moment is fun SA AU D SD 
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11. Planned purchasing prevents buying 
clothing which will not meet your 
needs 1 ... SA A U D SD 
12. Clothing is not expensive enough to 
take one's time to plan purchases . . SA AU D SD 
13. One should seek information on how to 
plan clothing expenditures SA AU D SD 
14. Carefully planned clothing items will 
harmonize with the wardrobe SA A U D SD 
15. There are times when a customer is 
obligated to a helpful sales person 
and should buy an item of clothing. . SA A U D SD 
16. Careful planning of clothing pur­
chases eliminates the problem of 
"what to wear". . SA A U . D SD 
17. One should buy a clothing bargain 
even if the item is not needed at 
the time SA A U D SD 
18. An unwritten clothing budget is 
useful SA A U D SD 
19. Planning clothing expenditures 
prevents creativity SA A U D SD 
20. A clothing inventory should be kept .SA A U D SD 
21. There are times when a customer should 
buy an item of clothing because the 
sales person has been very helpful. . SA A U D SD 
22. Planned purchasing helps one to 
evaluate advertising appeal SA A U D SD 
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Male Female SA - Strongly Agree 
A - Agree 
Class U - Uncertain 
Fr. Jr. D - Disagree 
SD - Strongly Disagree 
Soph. Sr. 
Prestige 
Prestige is recognition shown tp an individual by 
society. 
1. Clothing can contribute to one's 
prestige SA AU D SD 
2. Shopping for clothing outside the 
local market can help to gain 
prestige SA A U D SD 
3. One should dress to gain prestige . . SA A U D SD 
4.  Buying garments in an exclusive shop 
gives one prestige SA AU D SD 
5. "Dressing up" when shopping for 
clothing contributes to prestige. . . SA A U D SD 
6. Dressing smartly gives one prestige .SA A U D SD 
7. Expensive clothing helps one gain 
prestige SA A U D SD 
8. A well dressed person has prestige. .SA A U D SD 
9. A "name" label from an exclusive 
store contributes to one's prestige .SA A U D SD 
10. The amount of clothing one has con­
tributes to prestige SA A U D SD 
11. People consider the impression on 
other people when buying clothing . . SA A U D SD 
12. Clothing may be a symbol of one's 
social position SA A U D SD 
io6 
13. One buys clothing, having a name label 
from an exclusive store, to Impress 
friends SA A U D SD 
14. Well-known designer creations add 
prestige to the wearer SA A U D SD 
15. The cost of a dress does not add to 
one's prestige SA A U D SD 
16. • Clothing one wears is largely a 
matter of personal taste rather than 
a means of gaining prestige SA A U D SD 
17. Clothing can be a means of attaining 
prestige desired. SA A U D SD 
18. One can identify a person's status by 
his clothing SA A U D SD 
19. One's behavior, not clothing, deter­
mines prestige SA A U D SD 
20. Material objects owned by an indi­
vidual do not contribute to prestige. SA A U D SD 
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Male Female SA - Strongly Agree 
A - Agree 
Class U . - Uncertain 
Fr. Jr. D - Disagree 
SD - Strongly Disagree 
Soph. Sr. 
Serviceability 
Serviceability refers to how well a garment wears. 
1. Price is an indication of service­
ability of a garment SA A U D SD 
2. Quality of merchandise offered for 
sale depends on consumer* demand. . . SA A U D SD 
3. Money would be saved if one purchased 
a few serviceable clothing items 
rather than a larger number of less 
serviceable ones.. SA A U D SD 
4. Clothing manufacturers want informa­
tion about the serviceability of 
their products from consumers .... SA AU D SD 
5. Serviceability is more important to 
consider in selecting some garments 
than others SA A U D SD 
6. Generic names of man-made fibers aid 
the consumer in determining service­
a b i l i t y  . . . . . . . . . .  S A  A  U  D  S D  
7. One should look at.the quality of 
construction when purchasing any 
garment SA A U D SD 
8. Each purchase of an item of clothing 
is a vote for a product of the same 
quality SA A U D SD 
* A consumer is anyone who uses "economic" goods. 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16, 
17. 
18, 
19. 
20,  
21. 
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The construction of a garment is not 
a determining factor in service­
ability 
Even when one objects to quality of 
construction, purchases may be made 
because of limited choice 
Serviceability is not important when 
selecting clothing 
Because of many new developments in 
textiles, one must rely on printed 
information to obtain garments made 
of serviceable fabrics 
The income of a consumer determines 
the importance of serviceability in 
an item of clothing ......... 
Better educated people are usually 
more concerned with serviceability 
of clothing than those who have less 
education 
Conscientious consumers look for 
serviceable garments when purchasing. 
Most manufacturers want to produce 
serviceable clothing for the con­
sumer . . . . 
One needs to consider several ways 
to determine serviceability . . . : . . 
If disappointed in the way a garment 
wears, one should tell the retailer 
Expensive garments wear better than 
less expensive ones . 
One can tell by the feel of fabric 
how well it will wear . 
It will help other consumers if one 
tells the sales person about unde­
sirable qualities of garments being 
sold 
SA A U D SD 
SA A U D SD 
SA A U D SD 
SA A U D SD 
SA A U D SD 
SA A U D SD 
SA A U D SD 
SA A U D SD 
SA A U D SD 
SA A U D SD 
SA A U D SD 
SA A U D SD 
SA A U D SD 
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Male Female SA - Strongly Agree 
A - Agree 
Class U - Uncertain 
Pr. Jr. D - Disagree 
SD - Strongly Disagree 
Soph. Sr. 
Store Atmosphere 
Store atmosphere refers to a store's "climate" which 
affects customer reaction. 
1. People often return to a store to 
shop where sales people are pleasant. SA A U D SD 
2. Shopping in an attractive store is 
more fun than in an unattractive 
store SA A U D SD 
3. One often gets unsatisfactory 
merchandise in a store which is 
unattractive SA AU D SD 
4. Attractive window displays have 
little influence on shoppers SA A U D SD 
5. The pleasant manner of a sales 
person influences people to buy 
merchandise. ............ SA A U" D SD 
6. The attractiveness of a store in­
fluences purchasing . SA A U D SD 
7. Store appearance suggests the treat­
ment customers can expect SA AU D SD 
. 8. One expects a store that looks "low 
class" to have bargains SA AU D SD 
9. The appearance of a store is re­
flected in its advertisements . . . . SA A U D SD 
10. The reliability of a store can often 
be judged by appearance SA AU D SD 
11. The attitude of sales personnel has 
little effect on the time spent in a 
store SA AU D SD 
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12. The atmosphere of a store is not 
important to the consumer .SA A U D SD 
13. An attractive store puts one in a 
mood to shop . SA A U D SD 
14. The attractiveness of a store does 
not affect one1 s buying SA A U D SD 
15. A poorly lighted store discourages 
shopping SA A U D SD 
16. Many objects in a store window en­
courage one to go inside the store 
to shop SA A U D SD 
17. Soft, attractive colors in a store 
puts one in a mood to shop. ..... SA A U D SD 
18. Friendly sales people encourage 
buying SA A U D SD 
19. A crowded store discourages one from 
shopping for clothing ........ SA A U D SD 
20. Bold colors in a store contribute to 
interest in buying SA A U D SD 
21. It is fun to buy in a store that 
looks "junky" SA A U D SD 
a 
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Male Female SA - Strongly Agree 
A - Agree 
Class TJ - Uncertain 
Fr. Jr. D - Disagree 
SD - Strongly Disagree 
Soph. Sr 
Versatility 
Versatility refers to interchangeableness of garments 
or accessories in a wardrobe. 
1. Shoppers should consider versatility 
when buying clothes . SA A U D SD 
2. It takes too much time to plan for 
versatility in a wardrobe SA A U D SD 
3. Mix-match (co-ordinate) outfits are 
the most versatile for school wear. . SA A U D SD 
4. People on limited budgets especially 
need to consider versatility when 
buying clothes SA A U D SD 
5. A dress is versatile when one can 
dress it "up" or "down" SA A U D SD 
. 6. One often thinks of an immediate need 
in purchasing clothing and has little 
' time for thought of versatility . . . SA A U D SD 
7. Texture must be considered if versa­
tility is desired SA A U D SD 
.8. A versatile dress invites creative 
touches SA A U D SD 
9. One seldom interchanges garments even 
when mix-match outfits have been 
purchased SA A U D SD 
10. One should analyze the wardrobe in 
order to determine ways of obtaining 
versatility SA A U D SD 
I 
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11. Money can be saved through con­
sidering versatility in clothing 
selection SA A U D SD 
12. One can feel well dressed with a few 
versatile outfits SA A U D SD 
13. One should avoid high fashion if 
desiring versatility SA A U D SD 
14. Colors must be considered if 
versatility in clothing is desired. . SA A U D SD 
15. Fabric textures contribute to 
versatility in clothing ....... SA A U D SD 
16. A dress must have simplicity of 
design to be versatile SA AU D SD 
17. One should buy clothing with inter­
changeableness of accessories in 
mind SA A U D SD 
18. One seldom interchanges accessories 
even when intending to do so when 
purchasing SA A U D SD 
19. One does not feel well dressed when 
wearing interchangeable garments. . . SA A U D SD 
20. One should not consider versatility 1 
when purchasing a dress SA A U D SD 
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Male Female SA - Strongly Agree 
A - Agree 
Class u - Uncertain 
Fr. Jr. D - Disagree 
SD - Strongly Disagree 
Soph. Sr. 
Store Services 
Store services refer to ways in which the store tries 
to help the consumer.* 
1. Stores should provide charge 
accounts for teen-agers SA A U D SD 
2. Dressing rooms conveniently located 
influence the purchasing of dresses . SA A U D SD 
3. Store services are costly to the 
consumer SA A U D SD 
4. Store personnel are trained to give 
customers helpful information about 
merchandise SA A U D SD 
5. Time is saved by credit buying be­
cause bills can be paid at one time . SA A U D SD 
6. Sales people are less able to help 
educate the consumer than was true 
in the past SA AU JJ SD 
7. Inefficient store services make the 
exchange of clothing items time 
consuming SA AU D SD 
8. Store services are for the purpose of 
making additional profit for the 
store SA A U D SD 
9. Stores should provide free alteration 
service for their customers SA A U D SD 
* A consumer is anyone who uses "economic" goods. 
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10. Sales people should give their cus­
tomers information about textile 
products SA A U D SD 
11. Stores should exchange clothing items 
more readily SA A U D SD 
12. Complaint departments make the ex­
change of merchandise uncomfortable 
for the consumer. . . SA A U D SD 
13. Indirectly a consumer pays for most 
store services • „ .-SA A U D SD 
14. Store services will be improved if 
consumers make known what services 
they desire SA A U D SD 
15. Charge accounts cause people to buy 
more clothing than they need SA A U D SD 
16. Stores provide teen-age charge 
accounts to teach money management. . SA A U D SD 
17. Customers should pay extra for store 
services SA A U D SD 
18. Stores should do more to help people 
find specific merchandise SA A U D SD 
19. Sales people should give the customer 
advice about quality of merchandise . SA A U D SD 
20. Store services save the consumer 
money SA A U D SD 
21. The number of services demanded from 
stores have increased in recent 
years SA A U D SD 
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Male Female SA - Strongly Agree 
A - Agree 
Class U - Uncertain 
Fr. Jr. D - Disagree 
SD - Strongly Disagree 
Soph. Sr. 
Conformity II 
Conformity in clothing is following the fashion of 
others. 
1. One should dress like other people 
in the group SA AU D SD 
2. Conformity in dress often serves as 
a symbol of belonging SA A U D SD 
3. Expressing some individuality in 
dress prevents conformity SA AU D SD 
4. One attracts attention when dressed 
differently from friends SA AU D SD 
5. Conformity in dress gives a feeling 
of security SA A U D SD 
6. Individuality in dress makes one 
stand out as queer. . SA AU D SD 
7. One can dress similar to others and 
still express individuality SA AU D SD 
8. Clothing similar to that worn by 
other people does not contribute to 
confidence SA AU D SD 
9. Individuality in dress makes one 
feel at ease SA A U D SD 
10. To dress differently from others 
shows creativity. SA AU D SD 
11. Compliments are most often received 
when one expresses some individuality 
in dress SA AU D SD 
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12.. Personality can be expressed better 
through conformity than indi­
viduality in dress SA AU D SD 
13. Individuality is expressed by a 
style-conscious person SA A U D SD 
14. One who expresses individuality in 
dress is ignored by the crowd .... SA AU D SD 
15. One must dress like others of his 
group to be liked SA AU D SD 
16. One feels conspicuous when not 
dressed like his friends SA AU D SD 
17. A person who goes outside the limits 
set by society in dress is tagged 
an "odd ball" . SA A U D SD 
18. Individuality can be expressed in 
clothing when one is creative . . . . SA A U D SD 
19. To dress differently from the group 
makes one feel important . SA A U D SD 
20. One who is a leader can express 
individuality in dress SA A U D SD 
21. Individuality in clothing tends to 
make one appear aggressive SA A U D SD 
22. To be socially accepted, one adopts 
the manner of dress common to 
members of the group SA A U D SD 
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APPENDIX C: REVISED SCALES 
Directions for Response to Revised Scales 
DIRECTIONS FOR RESPONDING TO CLOTHING OPINION SCALES 
People differ in their beliefs about clothing selec­
tion, use, and care and often express definite feelings 
about these aspects of clothing. A number of statements 
about clothing has been listed on the following pages. 
Please read each statement carefully and indicate how you 
feel on the answer sheet provided by blackening the space 
under the appropriate number. An explanation is given 
below. 
Code 
1 Strongly Agree • -
2 Agree 
3 Uncertain 
4 Disagree 
5 Strongly Disagree -
(if you are very much in agreement 
with the idea) 
(If you are in agreement with the 
idea but do not have strong 
feelings about it) 
(If you are not sure how you feel 
about the practice) 
(If you are not in agreement with 
the idea but do not have strong 
feelings about it) 
(if you are very much opposed to 
the idea) 
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The code is repeated on the first page of the opinion 
scales. 
Be sure to give your opinion regarding each statement. 
Give information requested on the left side and back of 
the answer sheet. You do not need to sign your name. 
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Revised Scales 
Code 
1. Strongly Agree 
2. Agree 
3. Uncertain . 
4. Disagree 
5. Strongly Disagree 
CLOTHING OPINION SCALES 
Planned Purchasing 
Planned purchasing is a conscientious consideration 
given to the purchase of clothing previous to the selection 
of the item. 
1. Planning takes the joy out of shopping for clothing. 
2. Carefully planned clothing items will harmonize with 
the wardrobe. 
3. Planning clothing expenditures prevents creativity. 
4. Dollars go further when clothing purchases are planned. 
5. Shopping can usually be done skillfully without 
planning. 
6. If money is available, clothing should be purchased 
regardless of a plan. 
7. Less money is wasted when clothing purchases are 
planned. 
8. Clothing expenditures need not be planned in advance 
of purchasing. 
9. A shopping list should be made before going to the 
store to purchase clothing. 
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10. One should seek information on how to plan clothing 
expenditures. 
11. A clothing inventory should be kept. 
Serviceability 
Serviceability refers to how well a garment wears. 
12. One should look at the quality of construction when 
purchasing any garment. 
13. Conscientious consumers* look for serviceable garments 
when purchasing. 
14. One needs to consider several ways to determine 
serviceability. 
1 1 
15. If disappointed in the way a garment wears, one should 
tell the retailer. 
16. Money would be saved if one purchased a few service­
able clothing items rather than a large number of 
less serviceable ones. 
17. Each purchase of an item of clothing is a vote for a 
product of the same quality. 
18. Most manufacturers want to produce serviceable 
clothing for the consumer. 
19. The construction of a garment is not a determining 
factor in serviceability. 
20. Because of many new developments in textiles, one must 
rely on printed information to obtain garments made 
of serviceable fabrics. 
*A consumer is anyone who uses "economic" goods. 
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Conformity 
Conformity in clothing is following the fashion of 
others. 
21. One should dress like other people in the group. 
22. Conformity in dress often serves as a symbol of 
belonging. 
23. Conformity in dress does not make one feel at ease. 
24. Dressing differently from friends makes one feel left 
out. 
25. Society demands that one conform in dress. 
26. Conformity in dress gives a feeling of security. 
27. One feels a sense of belonging when dressed like 
friends. 
28. Conformity in clothing is necessary on a campus. 
Labeling 
Labeling refers to any information attached to a gar­
ment in the form of a hang tag or sewn-in-label. 
29. One should carefully read labels on garments before 
purchasing. 
30. Little can be done about incorrectly labeled items 
found in stores. 
31. Friends should be helped to understand clothing 
labels. 
32. Showing an interest in good labeling will contribute 
to better labeling in the future. 
33. It is a waste of time to complain to the store manager 
about missing clothing labels. 
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34. Label information should be used by the consumer. 
35. One should patronize stores where no labels are found 
on clothing. 
36. One should examine labels to see if garments are made 
under desirable conditions. 
37. A consumer should do nothing about missing garment 
labels. 
38. Helpful label information should be given to the dry 
cleaner or commercial laundry when sending garments 
for care. 
39. A complaint should be voiced to someone in the store 
if a label is missing. 
Idle Shopping 
Idle shopping is the visiting of a store with no inten­
tion of buying the merchandise offered for sale. 
40. Idle shopping is a good way to spend leisure time. 
41. Idle shopping often ends in the buying of items one 
does not need. 
42. Idle shopping can give one a "psychological lift." 
43. To go shopping just to see what is new is a waste of 
time. 
44. Ideas for one's wardrobe can be obtained through idle 
shopping. 
45. Shopping when one cannot afford to buy anything is 
frustrating. 
46. Just looking around in a clothing store is a release 
from boredom. 
47. Idle shopping is educational. 
48. Time is often wasted in idle shopping. 
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49. Idle shopping serves as an inexpensive recreation. 
50. Idle shopping is costly to the store. 
51. Much knowledge about what is new in fashion can be 
gained in idle shopping. 
52. Idle shopping often ends in the making of future 
decisions about clothing purchases. 
Faulty Merchandise 
Faulty merchandise refers to a garment with defective 
fibers, fabrics, finishes, or construction which occurred 
in the manufacturing. 
53. A consumer should encourage others to exchange faulty 
merchandise. 
54. An explanation should be given to the retailer as to 
why a garment is- returned. 
55. Faulty clothing merchandise should be returned to a 
higher authority if a sales person refuses to accept 
the returned merchandise. 
56. A return of unsatisfactory merchandise to a store 
will help other consumers. 
57. One should insist that the retailer inform the manu­
facturer about faulty clothing merchandise. 
58. The consumer should uncomplainingly keep faulty 
clothing items. 
,59. It is a waste of time to complain to the store per­
sonnel about unsatisfactory merchandise. 
60. One should analyze care procedures to determine if 
clothing is ruined through consumer carelessness. 
61. One should seek more information about clothing in 
order to avoid purchasing faulty merchandise. 
62. Faulty clothing items should be returned to the store 
where purchased. 
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63. Friends should be told about faulty clothing items so 
they will profit from this knowledge. 
64. It is best do do nothing after purchasing a faulty 
clothing item; just try to forget it. 
65. The consumer should take the loss from faulty clothing 
merchandise. 
66. It is the consumer's fault if faulty clothing items 
are purchased. 
67. Defective items of clothing should be accepted by the 
consumer rather than returned to the store where 
purchased. 
Store Atmosphere 
Store atmosphere refers to a store's "climate" which 
affects customer reaction. 
68. Attractive window displays have little influence on 
shoppers. 
69. The pleasant manner of a sales person influences 
people to buy merchandise. 
70. The attractiveness of a store influences purchasing. 
71. A poorly lighted store discourages shopping. 
72. Friendly sales people encourage buying. 
73. An attractive store puts one in a mood to shop. 
74. Soft, attractive colors in a store puts one in a mood 
to shop. 
'\ Individuality 
Individuality is expressing one's self in dress within 
the limits of fashion. 
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75. It is desirable to express some individuality in 
dress. 
76. Individuality is expressed by a style-conscious 
person. 1 
77. One can express one's creative ability through indi­
viduality in dress. 
78. It takes too much money to express individuality in 
dress. 
79. Compliments are most often received when one expresses 
some individuality in dress. 
80. One who expresses individuality in dress is ignored 
by the crowd. 
81. Individuality in clothing makes a good impression. 
82. One who dresses with some individuality is admired. 
83. Personality is best expressed through individuality. 
84. Individuality in dress makes one* feel at ease. 
85. Individuality in dress makes one stand out as queer. 
Care 
Care refers to the keeping of fabric or a garment in 
a satisfactory condition. 
86. Before purchasing an article of clothing, one should 
determine what care will be needed. 
87. When selecting launderable clothing, one should look 
for a certified seal of laundering. 
88. Stains should be called to the attention of a com­
mercial concern caring for one's clothing. 
89. It is unnecessary to protect clothing from damage by 
perspiration. 
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90. Time involved in care should be an important con­
sideration in purchasing a garment if care is to be 
given at home. 
91. If a consumer knows of special care needed for a 
garment, the commercial concern handling the garment 
should be informed. 
92. The cost of care should be a consideration in pur­
chasing a garment. 
93. When purchasing a garment, one needs to consider how 
long it will keep a neat appearance. 
94. When purchasing a garment, one should consider whether 
it will require commercial cleaning. 
95. One should seek advice about stain removal from a dry 
cleaner rather than experimenting with removing stains 
from clothing. 
96. One need not follow manufacturers care instructions 
to keep a garment in a satisfactory condition. 
97. Frequent inspection of clothing does not contribute 
to maintaining a good condition. 
98. Many difficulties with clothing can be traced to im­
proper care by the consumer. 
Versatility 
Versatility refers to interchangeableness of garments 
or accessories in a wardrobe. 
99. People on limited budgets especially need to consider 
versatility when buying clothing. 
100. One should buy clothing with interchangeableness of 
accessories in mind. 
101. Texture must be considered if versatility is desired. 
102. Money can be saved through considering versatility in 
clothing selection. 
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103. Colors must be considered If versatility In clothing 
is desired. 
104. One does not feel well dressed when wearing inter­
changeable garments. 
105. Fabric textures contribute to versatility in clothing. 
106. One should analyze the wardrobe in order to determine 
ways of obtaining versatility. 
107. One can feel well dressed with a few versatile 
outfits. 
108. A dress is versatile when one can dress it "up" or 
"down." 
Prestige 
Prestige is recognition shown to an individual by 
society. 
109. A "name" label from an exclusive store contributes 
to one's prestige. 
110. "Dressing up" when shopping for clothing contributes 
to prestige. 
111. Buying garments in an exclusive shop gives one 
prestige. 
112. One buys clothing, having a name label from an ex­
clusive store, to impress friends. 
113. Clothing can be a means of attaining prestige 
desired. 
114. Material objects owned by an individual do not con­
tribute to prestige. 
115. One's behavior, not clothing, determines prestige. 
116. Expensive clothing helps one gain prestige. 
117. The cost of a dress does not add to one's prestige. 
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118. The amount of clothing one has contributes to 
prestige. 
Appropriatene s s 
Appropriateness refers to suitability of clothing 
for an occasion. 
119. Clothing should be appropriate for the occasion. 
120. One must consider climatic conditions in determining 
appropriate dress. 
121. Appropriateness of dress should change in relation 
to age of an individual. 
122. Accessories should be appropriate to the costume. 
123. Appropriate clothing gives a good first impression. 
124. One feels well dressed when dressed appropriately. 
125. Appropriateness of dress is very important. 
Comfort 
Comfort is a "feeling at ease" in clothing worn. 
126. Fashion has little effect on comfort of clothing. 
127. Texture does not affect one's comfort in dress. 
128. Colors in dress affect the way one feels. 
129. The construction of fabric has much to do with 
comfort. 
130. The fit of a dress must be considered if it is to be 
comfortable for the wearer. 
131. The style of the dress contributes to comfort. 
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132. For an Individual to be comfortable her dress must 
be suited to the occasion for which it is worn. 
133. What others think about one's clothing has little to 
do with comfort. 
134. If an individual thinks a dress is becoming, it is 
comfortable. 
135. A dress must be suited to one's personality to be 
comfortable. 
136. Clothing which makes one feel conspicuous can cause 
one to be uncomfortable. 
Becomlngness . . 
Becomingness refers to the suitability of a dress to 
an individual. 
137. One should buy a dress one likes regardless of be­
comingness. 
138. Clothes that are becoming add to one's attractive­
ness. 
139. College freshmen do not need advice about becoming­
ness of clothing. 
140. One is happier when knowing how to select becoming 
clothes. 
141. Becoming clothes contribute to one's success in work. 
142. One makes friends more easily when dressed becomingly. 
143. One seems to get along better with people when 
dressed becomingly.' 
144. Students seem to get along better with school work 
when dressed becomingly. 
145. Personality can be expressed through becoming 
clothes. 
146. One should choose clothes to suit personality. 
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147. One can expect compliments if dress is becoming. 
148. One should try to learn more about how to select 
becoming clothes. 
149. One should analyze one's personality in order to 
select becoming clothes. 
150. Colors play a major part in becomingness of dress. 
151. The style of the dress must be considered for be­
comingness . 
152. Fashion is more important than becomingness in 
selecting clothing. 
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Key for Scoring Revised Scales 
Most Favorable Attitude for Items on Each Scale: 
Planned Purchasing Labeling 57 SA 
58 SD 
Item Response Item Response 59 SD 
1 SD 29 SA 6o SA 
2 SA 30 SD 61 SA 
3 SD 31 SA 62 SA 
4 SA 32 SA 63 SA 
5 SD 33 SD 64 SD 
6 SD 34 SA 65 SD 
7 SA 35 SD 66 SD 
8 SD 36 SA 67 SD 
9 SA 37 SD 
10 SA 38 SA 
11 SA 39 SA Store Atmosphere 
Item Response 
Serviceability Idle Shopping 68 SD 
69 SA 
Item Response Item Response 70 SA 
12 SA 40 SA 71 SA 
13 SA 4l SD 72 SA 
14 SA 42 SA 73 SA 
15 SA 43 SD 74 SA 
16 SA 44 SA 
17 SA 45 SD 
18 SA 46 SA Individuality 
19 SD 47 SA 
20 SA 48 SD Item Response 
49 SA 75 SA 
50 SD 76 SA 
Conformity 51 SA 77 SA 
52 SA 78 SD 
Item Response 79 SA 
21 SA 80 SD 
22 SA Faulty Merchandise 81 SA 
23 SD 82 SA 
24 SA Item Response 83 SA 
25 SA 53 SA 84 SA 
26 SA 54 SA 85 SD 
27 SA 55 SA 
28 SA 56 SA 
Care 
Item Response 
86 SA 
87 SA 
88 SA 
89 SD 
90 SA 
91 SA 
92 SA 
93 SA 
94 SA 
95 SA 
96 SD 
97 SD 
98 SA 
Versatility 
Item Response 
99 SA -
100 SA 
101 SA 
102 SA 
103 SA 
104 SD 
105 SA 
106 SA 
107 SA 
108 ' SA • 
Prestige 
Item Response 
109 SA 
110 SA 
111 SA 
112 SA 
113 SA 
114 SD 
115 SD 
116 SA 
117 SD 
118 SA 
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Appropriateness 
Item Response 
119 SA 
120 SA 
121 SA 
122 SA 
123 SA 
124 SA 
125 SA 
Comfort 
Item Response 
126 SD 
127 SD 
128 SA 
129 SA 
130 SA 
131 SA 
132 SA 
133 SD 
134 SA 
135 SA 
136 SA 
Becomingness 
Item Response 
137 SD 
138 SA 
139 SD 
140 SA 
l4l SA 
142 SA 
143 SA 
144 SA 
145 SA 
146 SA 
147 SA 
148 SA 
149 SA 
150 SA 
151 SA 
152 SD 
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Question Concerning Experiences Influencing Response 
Question Attached to Answer Sheet: 
Have you had any experiences or courses which influ­
enced your responses to these clothing statements? 
Yes ( 
No ( 
If your answer is yes, please describe the experiences 
or courses. 
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APPENDIX D: MATRICES OF CORRELATIONS OF 
PRELIMINARY SCALE ITEMS 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
T 0 ! ES 4 5 6 7 8 9 
1—1 rH 1
51 
12 MM 
T 100 63 72 66 47 16 15 28 38 32 63 56 48 65 63 
1 100 b2 5b 20 10 01 11 01 18 47 % 37 42 4; 
2 100 75 33-01 04 17 13 10 52 40 24 48 6%t 
3 100 27-02 10 07 11 13 47 35 17 47 63 
4 100 01 20 20 03 14 20 25 32 32 31 
5 100--15--06--06-•13 01-01 07 09-09 
6 100 18 l4 00 07 10 04 07-01 
7 100 26 07 04-03 -05 10 08 
8 100 23 10 08 07 08 15 
9 100 09 10 28 06 22 
10 100 55 31 3» 34 
11 100 32 42 35 
12 100 C
VJ 
15 16 17 18 19 20 
12 
19 
20 
29 
04 
100 501 20 
iod 10 
100 
Note: 
Socio-psychological aspects : Items 2, 3, 14 
Components of appropriateness : Items 1, 10, 11, 
06 36 51-
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Figure 5. Matrix of correlations of items on scale on appropriateness 
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02 [40 18 11 46 37 
27 
20 
15 
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h 07 
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Note : 
General aspects : Items 5, 6, 17, 21 
Psychological aspects : Items 8, 14, 16 
Success factors : Items 7, 11, 12, 18, 20 
Components : Items 4, 13, 19 
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Figure 6. Matrix of correlations of items on scale on becomingness 
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Ç-Note: Previous consideration: Items 1,0 
Special care: Items 6, 8 
Economy: Items 9, 18, 19, 20 
Care guides: Items 4, 23 
General aspects : Items 17, 22, 24 
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Figure 7. Matrix of correlations of items on scale on care 
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Soclo-psychologlcal: Items 7, 8, 9, 19, 20 
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Figure 8. Matrix of correlations of items on scale on comfort 
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Figure 9. Matrix of correlations of items on scale on conformity I 
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Figure 10. Matrix of correlations of items on scale on faulty merchandise 
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Leisure: Items 1, 5, 15, 18 
Future plans : Items 2, 3, 8, 11 
General aspects: Items 4, 6, 7, 13, 17 
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Figure 11. Matrix of correlations of Items on scale on Idle shopping 
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General aspects : Items 1, 6, 8, 17 
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Figure 12. Matrix of correlations of items on scale on individuality 
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Consumer responsibility: Items 5 
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Figure 13. Matrix of correlations of items on scale on labeling 
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Figure 14. Matrix of correlations of items on scale on prestige 
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Figure 15. Matrix of correlations of items on scale on store atmosphere 
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Figure 16. Matrix of correlations of items on scale on versatility 
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15 100 01 14-16 00-19-17 
16 100-10-01 03 12 18 
17 100 05 03 32-10 
18 100 08 14 17 
19 100 05 01 
20 100 23 
21 100 
Figure 17. Matrix of correlations of items on scale on store services 
T 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 
T 100 36 32 35 10 24-07 21 43 05 20 15 15 30 09 26 03 24 08 12 29 13 20 
1 100 17 21-15 24-40-10 22-20 25-18 32 11-39 50-46 32-39-15 06-17 21 
2 100 12-12 28-22-09 28-08 19-01 02-17-17-05-02-05 01 10 05-26 15 
3 100 09 14-19-15 01-07 15-12 03-11-04 14-19 29-29-09 07-17 22 
4 100-25 09-02-18-06 20-22 10-16 08-10 17-13-04 36 31 22 00 
5 100-28-01 13-32 10-05 05-07-20 22-25 24 09-06 15-36 02 
6 - 100 07-14 21-25 18-38 09 41-55 38-34 38-01-05 41-22 
7 100-11 06-13 17-23 09 30 04 01-04 20 00 11 23-09 
8 100-16 25-08 19 13-09 09 08-02-03 01 10-01-03 
9 100-30 35-22 09 22-18 22-21 24-16 18 17-14 
10 100-56 16 03-31 20-19 13-38 21-25-12 08 
11 100-33 09 33-11 17-07 38-23 24 13 09 
12 100 00-43 35-22 15-30 12-07-12 10 
13 100 o4 06-02-05 01-05 18 15-19 
14 100-40 30-32 46 03 00 31-13 
15 100-40 36-31-19 07-29 25 
16 100-50 24 14 04 24-31 
17 100-26-21 20-27 28 
18 100-12 19 25-37 
19 100-32 15 19 
20 100-26-14 
21 100-19 
22 100 
Figure 18. Matrix of correlations of items on scale on conformity 
versus individuality 
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APPENDIX E: COLLEGES PARTICIPATING IN STUDY 
Colleges Administering Preliminary Scales 
Colorado State University 
Cornell University 
Framingham State College 
Iowa State University 
The University of Connecticut 
The University of Delaware 
The University of Rhode Island 
Colleges Administering Revised Scales 
Colorado State University 
Drexel Institute of Technology 
Michigan State University 
Pennsylvania State University 
The Ohio State University 
The University of Tennessee 
University of Minnesota 
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APPENDIX F : .ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE TABLES 
Table 15. Analysis of variance between first and second 
administrations among colleges on scale on 
appropriateness 
Degrees 
of Mean 
Source of variation freedom square F F 
.95 F.99 
College difference 6 39.03 0.78 2 .13 2.87 
Error term 296 49.74 
Pre and post difference 1 19.52 0.76 3 .88 6.73 
Pre and post difference 6 34.69 1.37 2 .13 2.87 
from college to college 
Error for both 296 25.38 
Table 16. Analysis of variance between first and second 
administrations among colleges on scale on 
store atmosphere 
Degrees 
of Mean 
Source of variation freedom square F F 
.95 F.99 
College difference 6 32.52 0.76 2 .13 2.87 
Error term 296 42.57 
Pre and post difference 1 2.17 0.12 3 .88 6.73 
Pre and post difference 6 32.52 1.74 2 .13 2.87 
from college to college 
296 18.73 Error for both 
